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Abstract
YouTube presents itself as an egalitarian platform that promotes creativity and free
expression among its creators, and that breaks with legacy media models. Among the
mass of YouTube creators are top-earning “family influencers” who produce videos in
which parents and their children are portrayed as leisurely playing and merely having fun.
Behind the scenes, however, family influencer channels are capitalist, structured, and
highly profitable. This thesis offers a case study of one family influencer channel,
HobbyKidsTV. Exploring concepts of labour, leisure, agency, and consumer subjectivity,
I de-naturalize HobbyKidsTV through a multimodal critical discourse analysis. Surfacing
the power relations within HobbyKidsTV, my analysis reveals that the channel’s content
is saturated by promotionalism. The activity of the children on camera is often contrived
and restricted by the needs of advertisers and the channel’s brand. I conclude that
HobbyKidsTV is an example of continuity through change: this new digital platform
bears strong resemblances to traditional, commercial mass media. The family influencer
relies on the choreographed immaterial labour of their children to maintain and grow
their profits while embedding consumer subjectivities within their young audience. Not
only are young viewers encouraged to continually watch the channel and consume
products featured in HobbyKidsTV videos, they emulate the young actors and their
families in the quest for fame and fortune, suggesting the individualistic capitalist and
consumer ideologies are deeply entrenched in children’s culture. The findings suggest
that while HobbyKidsTV’s motivations have much in common with corporately
controlled mass media, it operates on a digital platform whose perceived novelty,
openness, and neutrality ensures the labour of their children is not regulated, nor do
advertising laws apply to their young audiences. In fact, the lack of employment and
advertising regulation is beneficial for both family influencers and YouTube, whose
claim of neutrality and egalitarianism is clearly called into question through the results of
this research.
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Introduction
In a scene from one of their videos, the three brothers on the longstanding and popular
YouTube channel HobbyKidsTV sit at a drawing table in what looks like a craft room.
When the boys discover that a magic crayon can turn their drawings into real life, their
parents are suddenly entranced. They walk into the room, monotonously repeating:
“Anything you draw, I will buy for you. Anything you draw, I will buy for you.” 1 Their
father, HobbyDad, urges them to get started and draw quickly so they can fit in all of
their shopping.
While it may appear to be an innocuous, imaginative skit with children freely
engaged in creativity and their parents playing along, this scene encapsulates
HobbyKidsTV’s overarching orientation toward consumption. Videos designed to
entertain children—is there a kid who wouldn’t want their parents to be under their
spell?—are a mainstay of HobbyKidsTV, a YouTube channel about “play, learning, fun”
that is among the top 100 entertainment channels on YouTube. 2 This family of five is
estimated to be earning millions per year in revenue based on subscriber counts, views,
sales of their merchandise, and advertisements that appear during their videos. YouTube
gets a piece of the profit, too; in 2020, the platform reported making $34 billion in
advertising revenue thanks to its content creators. 3

1

HobbyKidsTV. [HobbyKidsTV]. (2019, July 3). You Draw It, I'll BUY It Challenge with HobbyKids Evil
Twins! [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ROqCc7wTarE
2
StatSheep. (2020, July 10). Hobbykidstv. StatSheep. www.statsheep.com/hobbykidstv
3
Julia Alexander. (2020, February 4). Creators finally know how much money YouTube makes, and they
want more of it. The Verge. https://www.theverge.com/2020/2/4/21121370/youtube-advertising-revenuecreators-demonetization-earnings-google

The wealth generated by HobbyKidsTV and the corporate structure it operates
within calls into question the assumption that influencers like HobbyKidsTV are families
merely having fun and being themselves on camera while just happening to make big
bucks doing it. This thesis aims to de-naturalize this phenomenon by surfacing the
capitalist and consumerist elements at play. While YouTube describes itself as a platform
for free and creative expression, there are, as digital media scholar Tarleton Gillespie
argues, tensions inherent in the service “between user-generated content and
commercially-produced content, between cultivating community and serving up
advertising, between intervening in the delivery of content and remaining neutral.” 4 This
thesis explores these tensions and the implications for HobbyKidsTV’s young producers
and audience. Contrary to the belief that anyone can be successful in this field by
leisurely having fun, top family influencers are demonstrative of how much work goes
into being successful, how the market has spread into various facets of social life, and
how policy interventions in the interests of the child actors and their viewers may need to
be considered.
This thesis is structured in four chapters; the first chapter situates HobbyKidsTV
within existing scholarship. Current literature has shown that the activity of children in
family influencers should be considered labour and is often performed under the guise of
their parents. However, the existing literature does not take a deep dive into the power
relations and extent of the promotionalism within these families, nor have any of the top
earning family influencers been studied in this way. I examine the performances of one
such influencer to determine if they are family or franchise first - do the capitalist goals
4

Tarleton Gillespie. (2010). The politics of ‘platforms.’ New Media & Society, 12(3), p. 348.
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of HobbyKidsTV and YouTube take precedence over the child actors’ free play and selfexpression?
To fully inform my analysis and provide a framework through which to study
HobbyKidsTV, in Chapter 1 I situate the family influencer within the broader historical
context of the traditional mass media. I find many similarities between HobbyKidsTV
and the activities and strategies of reality television participants. HobbyKidsTV also has
much in common with marketers and merchandisers in children’s television in the mid to
late 1900s and the early children’s wear industry in terms of how they foster consumption
and desire within young children. By exploring the similarities between HobbyKidsTV
and the mass media, as well as the larger review of family influencer literature and
promotional culture, I hone in on key concepts that can be applied during the analysis to
help make visible the promotionalism and power relations within HobbyKidsTV. These
include notions of agency, play, normalization, integrated advertising, and self-branding.
In Chapter 2 I explain how these concepts will be incorporated into my analysis and how
a multimodal critical discourse approach enables me to effectively de-naturalize
HobbyKidsTV within the context of YouTube’s structure and affordances. Analyzing the
verbal and visual elements of the family’s videos lent insight into how structured or
unstructured the children’s play is, how much of their content is promotional, and what
power relations exist between parents and their child actors as the family works to
achieve fortune and fame. The resulting findings are structured around four central
themes: the prevalence of scripted play as well as self-branding among the child actors,
modes of address that encourage and promote a consumer subjectivity within the young
audience, and strategies HobbyKidsTV uses to tone down the promotionalism and
i

consumerism within their content. These themes lead to conclusions in Chapter 4 that
caution against viewing HobbyKidsTV as a family first, and YouTube as a neutral
platform for creative expression.

i

Chapter 1
Situating HobbyKidsTV within existing scholarship
This chapter introduces key concepts and arguments from literature that informs and
guides my analysis of HobbyKidsTV. The literature review begins with a look at how the
family influencer phenomenon has been examined by scholars in communication studies
and related fields; various empirical studies have highlighted the ambivalent nature of the
family influencer industry, with a focus on tensions between creative expression and
commercial pressures. Next, in order to set historical context, I consider contributions to
scholarship on the commercialization of childhood and the role of traditional mass media
and merchandisers in that process. Finally, I turn to research on “promotional culture,”
which will provide a lens through which to analyze HobbyKidsTV that illuminates the
blurred boundaries between media content and commerce.

(Family) Influencers
In this section, I review scholarship on social media influencers, or “microcelebrities” (as
they are sometimes called), including child and family influencers. My review reveals a
series of central themes in the literature, including the tensions between labour and
leisure, the construct of authenticity, and the concept of agency in the context of young
influencers’ work.
Influencers or microcelebrities have the power to influence other people’s
purchasing decisions because of their authority, knowledge, or relationship with their
audience. Their digital activity involves endorsements and product placement and they
are often characterized as people who produce social media content in order to make a
i

living off of doing what they “love.” As Brooke E. Duffy points out in her book (Not)
Getting Paid to Do What You Love, influencers’ social media activities blur the
boundaries between labour and leisure: “Participants produce cultural products and/or
content of economic value, at the same time that they articulate their practices as
enjoyable and eminently expressive.” 5 Duffy, who has studied fashion and lifestyle
bloggers and vloggers extensively, contends that the notion of a “labour of love” conceals
the relational labour and immaterial labour required to be a successful influencer.
Key to this effort is what media scholar Nancy Baym refers to as the performance
of “relational labour,” or work that requires “continuing marketability.” 6 Baym argues
that relational labour goes beyond managing others’ feelings in a single encounter to
creating and managing ongoing connections in order to build and maintain an audience
that will sustain one’s career in the cultural industries. She says the expectation is to
regularly connect with an audience in order to offer them unique and intimate moments.
This work could involve anything from attending networking parties to engaging with
fans on social media. In her research on musicians, Baym observes that relational labour
is integral to livelihood, and she lends insight into how the performance of relational
labour blurs the boundaries between social and economic relationships. 7 For Baym,
describing relational labour as “connecting” with fans is rhetoric that can gloss over its
income-earning dimension and obscure the hard work that connecting entails. 8

5

Brooke Erin Duffy. (2017). (Not) Getting Paid to Do What You Love: Gender, Social Media, and
Aspirational Work. Yale University Press, p. 46.
6
Nancy Baym. (2015). Connect With Your Audience! The Relational Labor of Connection. The
Communication Review, 18(1), p. 15.
7
Baym, p. 17.
8
Baym, p. 17.
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Obscuring hard work also happens with “immaterial labour,” a term often used to
describe work in cultural production. Immaterial labour is intangible and could be
product promotion, personality, or intellect. Media studies scholar Alison Hearn explains
that this concept arose in the 1990s when it was stressed that knowledge and sociality
increasingly provide value to capital. Hearn’s critical view of immaterial labour in her
study of reality television suggests that participants are hybrid “person-characters” who
are both “self” and “actor,” and their “being” is labour that produces value. This labour is
concealed by the appeal of gaining attention or notoriety9 and is commonly obscured in
the family influencer industry as well. Crystal Abidin argues that the immaterial labour of
the child participants in these families is concealed by notions of leisure and selfexpression. In Abidin’s study of the Eh Bee Family, the parents exclaim on camera,
“We’re just a family that captures memories,” 10 suggesting that activities like performing
musical covers or playing around on camera is not work because it is something they
enjoy. However, these activities are monetized and dis-associating these activities from
labour conceals that commodification. Abidin found that parents in family influencer
units continuously disassociate their children’s activity from labour by emphasizing that
their children are enthusiastic and willing participants; by regularly allowing children to
take over some aspects of their content; and by hyper-visibilizing everyday routines to
reiterate that their children are still “normal kids.” 11 Offering insight into the relations
between parents and children in family influencer units, Abidin’s research suggests that

9

Alison Hearn. (2010). Reality Television, The Hills and the Limits of the Immaterial Labour Thesis.
TripleC, 8(1), pp. 60-61.
10
Crystal Abidin. (April-June 2017). #familygoals: Family Influencers, Calibrated Amateurism, and
Justifying Young Digital Labor. Social Media + Society, p. 9.
11
Crystal Abidin, pp. 11-12.
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family influencer parents do not want their children’s activity to be perceived as work
and make content production decisions to prevent such a perception.
Authenticity
The discussion of labour extends into the notion of authenticity, which generally means
being real or genuine. Scholars have argued that authenticity is work for social media
influencers 12 in that it involves building “an authentic relationship with consumers, one
based - just like a relationship with people - on the accumulation of memories, emotions,
personal narratives, and expectations.” 13 In this relationship, Mariah Wellman et. al.
suggest that influencers seek to develop credibility with both audiences and commercial
brands – and this creates tensions. 14 They suggest that influencers who are motivated by
their passion rely on an “ethics of authenticity” to achieve credibility, and that this guides
their decisions on which commercial brands to work with, the type of content to produce,
how to disclose brand relationships, and whether to omit experiences that might
otherwise damage their personal brands or be unhelpful to their audiences. 15 Wellman et.
al. share the example of a travel influencer who runs a site for backpackers and who
tailored a sponsored post about travelling to Antarctica to fit his audience’s needs
because he believed “backpacking can be done anywhere.” 16 Other influencers in the
study chose to omit a negative experience on a trip, justifying it by suggesting it was an
aspect the audience is unlikely to experience. 17 The authors conclude that these

12

Mariah L. Wellman, Ryan Stoldt, Melissa Tully, & Brian Ekdale. (2020). Ethics of Authenticity: Social
Media Influencers and the Production of Sponsored Content. Journal of Media Ethics, 35(2), p. 70.
13
Wellman et. al., p. 71.
14
Ibid.
15
Wellman et. al., p. 78.
16
Wellman et. al., p. 75.
17
Wellman et. al., p. 76.
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influencers use their understanding of authenticity as an ideal or an ethical principle of
being true to one’s self, to one’s brand, and to one’s audience by providing the audience
with the content it seeks. 18
In contrast, media studies scholar Sarah Banet-Weiser suggests it is difficult to
discern “real” authenticity from commercialization. She argues that a critical perspective
would go beyond thinking about authenticity as the pure, inner self of the individual to
frame authenticity as a relationship between individuals and commodity culture in which
the authentic is constructed. 19 Likewise, Duffy contends in her study of influencers that
authenticity is a “socially mediated performance of the self” 20 and that authenticity is
both promotional and profitable. Through interviews with aspiring and established
influencers, Duffy suggests that influencers tailor their self-presentation to appeal to their
perceived audience. She provides the example of successful influencers trying to
disassociate themselves from high-status indicators by promoting lower-cost goods in
order to relate to middle-class followers. 21 Similarly, bloggers will strategically share
imperfections in their lives to distinguish themselves from traditional fashion models,
thereby making themselves more “relatable” to their audience. One influencer in Duffy’s
study shared her experience of being “always on” and feeling like she is in character; the
person and style she presented to her audience fit a “cutesy” persona that she did not
identify with in her life outside of social media. 22

18

Wellman et. al., p. 69.
Sarah Banet-Weiser. (2012). Authentic: The Politics of Ambivalence in a Brand Culture, p. 14.
20
Duffy, p. 112.
21
Duffy, pp. 109-110.
22
Duffy, p. 123.
19
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Similar to Duffy, Abidin theorizes authenticity as a form of labour and as selfpromotional for family influencers, arguing that contrived authenticity sustains their
commerce. 23 The professionalized content produced by family influencers, such as
musical covers or comedy acts, is profitable, and this “anchor” content can be understood
as what Abidin terms “calibrated amateurism.” This concept refers to a staged
authenticity that portrays the “raw aesthetic of an amateur, whether or not they really are
amateurs by status or practice… [W]hen orchestrated conscientiously, calibrated
amateurism may give the impression of spontaneity and unfilteredness despite the
contrary reality.” 24 Abidin describes this staging of the authentic as “a collective practice
of work that is understated and under-visibilized from being so thoroughly rehearsed that
it appears as effortless and subconscious.” 25 This appearance is produced through
reactions, casualness, or goofy acts sometimes interrupting more professionalized content
for which the family is known. Abidin finds that amateurism is performed alongside more
polished presentations of the self to maintain an impression of relatability. 26 This gives
the family influencer credibility among their audience to whom realness is appealing:
“the intentional act and staging of an amateur aesthetic is highly rewarding for
Influencers.” 27 For Abidin, the labour of children in family influencer units is central to
illustrating this amateur aesthetic, particularly as it manifests as domesticity.
Bethany Usher builds on this critical understanding of the performance of
authenticity by discerning how the “work” of social media influencers, or

23

Abidin, p. 1.
Abidin, p. 7.
25
Abidin, p. 7.
26
Abidin, p. 6.
27
Abidin, p. 6.
24
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microcelebrities, produces commercial value. Usher’s analysis of the top 20 digital
Gleam Futures microcelebrities on Instagram illustrates how authenticity creates a sense
of mutual obligation between influencer and audience. Microcelebrities’ perpetual
updating, immediacy, and the instantaneity of posts across platforms provides audiences
with a sense of continuous intimacy. Usher connects performed authenticity to
influencers’ authority as an expert: the success of bloggers is, she writes, “reliant on the
balance of authority or prestige with their ability to act as ‘connective tissue’ between
products and readers.” 28 Usher offers the example of the influencers Sugg and Deyes,
who interact with their micropublics in the text comments of their Instagram posts,
acknowledging them with comments like, “‘What are your plans? (I like to know so I can
steal some of them for myself?) xx.’” 29 The strategic performance of authenticity also
includes informal greetings, references to not being an expert, and misreading brand
names for leading beauty products that they promote, as well as posting expressions of
“love” for followers. 30 Usher argues that influencers’ commercial success depends on the
quality of their relationship to their audience, which is measured by follower comments,
likes, retweets, reposts, and click-through purchase of goods. She suggests the economic
importance of maintaining a two-way relationship “tempers the idea that there is little or
no obligation on the part of either the celebrity or the audience as there can be loss of ingroup solidarity and social capital if members of the micropublic pull away.” 31

28

Bethany Usher. (2018). Rethinking microcelebrity: key points in practice, performance and purpose.
Celebrity Studies, 11(2), p.173.
29
Usher, p. 183.
30
Usher, p. 173.
31
Ibid.
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Usher’s research on microcelebrity practices extends the literature on authenticity
through what she identifies as the ordinary/extraordinary paradox. For Usher, influencers
are “simultaneously ordinary and special… as they build huge numbers of followers and
commercial brands, seemingly by doing something millions of us also engage in – ‘being
ourselves’ on social media.” 32 This paradox makes influencers, who are believed to have
started from the “bottom,” more relatable than traditional celebrities because they work
to establish the appearance that they are ordinary people but the professionalized aspects
of the content they produce and their lifestyle sets them apart. This positions influencers
as relatable idols who have the ability to persuade their followers, many of whom also try
to emulate them.
Agency
Agency is a central theme in the literature on influencers. Given that influencers’ social
media activities have been considered labour, the question of agency is an especially
important one to flesh out in relation to the children in family influencers. Agency refers
to one’s capacity to act independently. Based on their interviews of child and family
influencers, media scholars David Craig and Stuart Cunningham examine
“entrepreneurial” agency. They characterize the toy “unboxing” trend as an instance of
young childrens’ engagement in “entrepreneurial forms of creator labour to create
innovative content and aggregate global fan communities in an effort to incubate and
monetise their own brands.” 33 While Craig and Cunningham acknowledge concerns
about this trend, social media platforms, in their view, have affordances that “foster
32

Usher, p. 175.
David Craig & Stuart Cunningham. (2017). Toy Unboxing: Living in a(n Unregulated) Material World.
Media International Australia, 163(1), p. 78.
33
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greater agency and more diverse forms of entrepreneurship” as well as “new forms of
more transparent and self-regulating content innovation.” 34 They cite examples of parents
who only turned their family YouTube channels into a full-time business after the
platform approached them about monetization. Craig and Cunningham view families that
post commercially-linked content across social media platforms as “managing risk and
demonstrating agency.” 35 Parents they interviewed reported that they decline brand deals
that do not fit their demographic: “We don’t cater to what brands have to say… If you
want us to make a video using your stuff naturally, we may be able to get you millions of
views.” 36 Craig and Cunningham found that parents in influencer families privilege
authenticity and community. As one interviewee told them, “You have to think of your
subscribers. You could lose some if you are doing something that they aren’t
expecting.” 37 In addition, parents claimed that they do not force their children to
participate: “I mean, they’re kids. Kids can’t really act enthusiastic if they are not. They
are genuine, they can’t just fake that they love something.” 38 Like the parents in Abidin’s
study, they characterized their children as willing and enthusiastic participants with the
agency to make decisions for themselves.
Similar to the agency afforded by Craig and Cunningham, Isabel Pedersen warns
against reducing children’s identity performances on social media to pure advertisement.
While acknowledging that corporate entities can have restrictive effects on producers and

34

Craig & Cunningham, p. 82.
Craig & Cunningham, p. 83.
36
Ibid.
37
Craig & Cunningham, p. 84.
38
Ibid.
35
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consumers, 39 Pedersen argues there is room for children to be critical, active, resistant
producers. 40 Pedersen argues that Jacob, the young toy unboxer featured in her research,
constructs his life and identity “collaboratively with his parents.” 41 It is unclear, however,
how much awareness Jacob has of himself as an automedia creator. While she notes that
Jacob’s performance is meant to influence the audience’s choice to buy a toy, Pedersen
contends that it is also meant to influence others to know Jacob’s identity. Pedersen
concludes that child social influencers should be considered autobiographical agents
expressing themselves through automediality. 42
In contrast to Pederson’s perspective, in their study of child toy unboxers, Maha
Abdul Ghani and Carolina Cambre suggest it is difficult to clearly discern a child’s free
self-expression from consumer culture influence. Ghani and Cambre found that the
successful YouTuber Ethan creates strong positive associations with consumption and
materialism, and normalizes promotional talk, 43 suggesting that agency is only afforded
in terms that align with capitalist imperatives and ideologies. They argue that “Ethan’s
channels are used by Lego Marvel Superheroes to communicate their promotional
messages to a child audience in entertaining and interactive ways. The authors cite the
rewards from YouTube for continuously performing and reaching a certain number of
subscribers as evidence of the limits on Ethan’s agency: “Ethan is not fully performing
freedom of self-expression on YouTube, but partly conforming to the discipline of

39

Isabel Pedersen & Kristen Aspevig. (2018). Being Jacob: Young Children, Automedial Subjectivity, and
Child Social Media Influencers. M/C Journal, 21(2). doi:10.5204/mcj.1352
40
Ibid.
41
Ibid.
42
Ibid.
43
M. Abdul Ghani & C. Cambre. (2020). Ethan’s Golden YouTube Play Button: The evolution of a child
influencer. In K. Warfield, C. Cambre, & C. Abidin (Eds.), Mediated Interfaces: The Body on Social
Media, p. 97.
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YouTube vloggers – so-called creative performers of implicit advertising and
promotional services for various brands.” 44 Ghani and Cambre’s research adds to child
influencer scholarship by examining the power relations between Ethan, his audience,
and YouTube. The authors found that when Ethan is monetarily rewarded by YouTube as
a successful influencer, it elevates his power within the space that he labours, even
though he describes his audience as equal “partners in his success” 45 to build a sense of
belonging among them. Ethan simultaneously exhibits the ordinary/extraordinary
paradox whereby he is motivated by and empowered within capitalist structures and yet
maintains relatability with his audience as “partners.”
While the literature on the agency of child influencers touches on their
relationship with corporate and commercial influence, scholarship on the broader
category of microcelebrities deals with this theme in more detail. Usher, for example,
examines the relationship between the top fashion and beauty influencers on Instagram
and Gleam, the talent agency they work with to build and maintain fame and commercial
success. Gleam staff use “‘technological affordances and immediate social context’ to
further network reach and build consumer brands.” 46 In comparing the influencers’ posts
before and after they partnered with Gleam, Usher finds that the content undergoes
change: “Practices of ‘digital first’ personalities are both cynically produced and very
controlled.” 47 Influencers stay away from controversial topics, and their image and
specially designed websites are managed by Gleam. Usher concludes that agencymanaged influencers are not part of a bottom-up, independent industry; they are managed
44

Abdul Ghani & Cambre, p. 104.
Abdul Ghani & Cambre, p. 99.
46
Usher, p. 178.
47
Ibid.
45
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by a production practice that has more in common with mainstream reality TV
personalities 48 managed by the networks and agencies they work with to attain and
maintain their celebrity status.
As seen in this review of research on social media influencers, many successful
influencers or microcelebrities are not fully independent, nor are their activities
considered leisure. Extensive immaterial and relational labour goes into maintaining and
growing their brands and making a profit, and commercial partnerships are intrinsic to
influencers’ activity. Scholars have also shown that “contrived authenticity” assists with
promotion and that an ordinary/extraordinary paradox helps to conceal the commercial
nature of influencers’ content. This commercialization is not only prevalent in the present
day child influencer industry, but historically as well, as evidenced below in the
children’s wear and television industries.

Commercialization of Childhood
There is much debate within scholarly literature about the relationship between children
and commerce and the impacts of mass marketing on children’s culture. Here, culture
broadly refers to the sets of values, norms, attitudes, beliefs, and basic assumptions
shared by a particular group of people. Scholars like Daniel Cook and Stephen Kline
argue that children’s culture and subjectivities and the market cannot be neatly separated.
They see the commercialization of children’s culture as a process that has become
normalized. I look primarily to Cook and Kline to unpack the history of the

48

Usher, p. 178.
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commercialization of childhood, and to Sonia Livingstone for an understanding of how
this process is reshaped in the current media environment.
Subjectivity
Subjectivity formation includes the production and reproduction of one’s perspectives,
feelings, beliefs, and desires. Cook and Kline both suggest that subjectivity is shaped by
culture and commerce. Cook argues that children are embedded in market relations from
birth and that commodification forms the basis of modern children’s culture. Similarly,
Kline suggests that marketing cannot be viewed as an attempt to manipulate an otherwise
independent subject because this would overlook the fact that subjects internalize or are
shaped by culture. 49
Cook traces the subjectivity and commodification of the child to the start of the
children’s wear industry. He argues that in the early 1900s, children were still considered
objects who were fragile and at risk, and the “subject” mother was the purchasing agent
for the child. Cook shows how the children’s wear industry organized itself in response to
notions of motherhood that fostered a desire for consumption: “The ‘natural’ affinity
between mother and child was exploited and redeployed so that it could be realized only
in market terms… emerging as a value-in-exchange.” 50 Cook states that this “ideology” 51
was propagated by the market and the media: “staff writers sought to combine extant
beliefs about feminine nature and maternal motivation with the structure and process of a
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retail environment.” 52 The mother shopped for her child out of a sense of duty, for the
child’s welfare. However, Cook argues that the mother’s agency was limited to the
confines of consumerism: she could “exercise the power of the purse outside the home,
all the while essentially preserving the structure of relations within the home.” 53 As the
subject, the mother was the target of marketing strategies, until that later shifted to the
child.
According to Cook, children shifted from being depicted as “moral objects rather than
social subjects” 54 under an ethos of consumption and alongside the expansion of mass
production. In child-rearing literature, the child became increasingly recognized as “an
individuated, volitional and socially legitimate commercial actor.” 55 Cook says this
corresponds with the privileging of the viewpoint of the child, which he terms
“pediocularity,” 56 which inverted authority relations between parents and adults. For
Cook, the market did not lead this shift but institutionalized it: “consumer markets did not
create pediocularity but they aren’t inconsequential. Markets and market mechanisms are
inseparable from the historical process of elevating the child to more inclusive levels of
personhood.” 57 Cook shows how merchants and market observers used the child’s point
of view to forge models of the consuming child as a subject with self-knowledge and
desire, and a growing social right to express that desire. 58
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The perspective of the child functioned as a basis for commercial expansion, and the
markets worked at turning children into consumers, which Cook defines as “a continuous
identity regardless of whether purchases are made at any given time.” 59 As Cook
explains, the markets began to see a child’s autonomy as a trait that could be nurtured and
profited from. Merchandisers grew the juvenile market by stimulating their selfexpression, encouraging them to make their own decisions about clothing and other
products. 60 Cook writes of how in the 1920s Shirley Temple’s on-screen image
personified the autonomous child self. The actress and product endorser gave the
“toddlerhood” construct a boost with her “definite personality” at a time when personality
development was the prime focus of child-rearing advice. 61 She became a commercial
personae herself, creating her own line of clothing. 62
Similar to Cook’s analysis of the children’s wear industry, Kline examines the
influence of the market on children’s culture through toys and television from the 1950s
to the 1980s. He points out the importance of marketers “knowing” the consumer through
research and surveillance so that they could understand children’s sense of value and
isolate features of their behaviour that would influence their desire for goods, particularly
toys. 63 Kline emphasizes how market research segmented children by age and gender and
developed guidelines about children’s preferences for advertisers. For example, one
marketing publication discussed by Kline gave the following directional guidelines for
advertisements: 1) Provide the viewer with a reward or a reason to watch; 2) Feature a
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plot or story (boys were believed to enjoy heroes in fantasy or role-playing); 3) Include
conflict, mystery, and action/movement in the plot; 4) Feature emotional stimuli, such as
sound effects/music/rhythm, humour/comedy; and 5) Feature children in the ads, as child
audiences like to watch others who are like them. 64
These preferences made their way into children’s programming, which Kline argues
became narrowly focused on promoting toys and mock-heroic adventures to suit the toy,
thereby limiting children’s subjectivity: “their efforts implicitly emphasized a
consumerist framework and privileged particular styles of self-expression in imaginary
play.” 65 Kline suggests peer influence was also used to construct a consumer subjectivity.
Marketers found that children like what’s popular, acceptable, and relatable, and this was
used to help establish desirability among a peer group as a factor in marketing. Kline
suggests character marketing also works as a sort of peer influence because toys became
live, relatable characters on television: “Of all the lessons learned by toy makers,
probably none was as beneficial to sales as the idea that ‘personality promotes loyalty’ to
a product line in the toy market.” 66 He cites Barbie as an example; once she landed her
own cartoon, the sale of Barbie dolls increased. Kline notes how this partnership between
toys and television reinforces desirability: “The licensed goods that appear in the stores…
are part of the saturation factor; they provide a visible manifestation of peer
acceptance.” 67
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Updating Cook’s and Kline’s examination of children’s culture, Sonia Livingstone,
who has written extensively on children and the media, examines the embeddedness of
contemporary childhoods in the internet. She observes that children’s lives are not merely
increasingly filled with online activities, but “key aspects of their lives – identity,
pleasure, pain, relationships – are altered by their digital, networked, online mediation.” 68
Livingstone stresses that for children, the internet, like television before it, is far from a
neutral window on the world: “On the one hand, the online greatly extends children’s
opportunities (including for intimacy, expression, and participation), but on the other… it
also amplifies the success of today’s hugely profitable children’s content brands.” 69
Livingstone argues that children’s internet culture is strongly marked by the
commercial imperatives now mediating information and communication processes
whereby children’s activities are carried out in a corporate-dominated environment, citing
Facebook and Google as examples. 70 Livingstone highlights two forces in children’s
culture: individualization and commercialisation. For Livingstone, individualization,
which she defines as privatization or fragmentation of common interests, supports
diversification in taste and leisure as children enthusiastically adopt a variety of consumer
products associated with their favourite television show, such as wallpaper, duvets, the
cuddly toys. Here, Livingstone observes that the “multiplication of markets” can
represent for children the opportunity to experiment with and construct distinguishing
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and satisfying identities. 71 Livingstone also describes intensifying commercialization as
the interests of young people increasingly becoming the target of a huge, commercialized,
globalized leisure industry, where the sophisticated targeting of youth and adoption of
child-centred discourses of empowerment and identity are part of increasingly
comprehensive branding and merchandising efforts. 72 The interests and anxieties of
young people, Livingstone concludes, l become “grist to the mill of mass consumerism,”
citing as an example the growth of branded or sponsored content online. 73
Play
Play that occurs among the children of family influencers and that is featured on their
YouTube channels is often perceived as natural self-expression; it’s simply kids’ stuff.
Kline argues that play is constitutive of children’s culture. In his research on toys, he
states that play performs a socializing function: “play… is the central creative principle
of culture… the forms of play give a sense of the social fabric.” 74 He suggests that “toys
and games are signs of the social world and the way it is organized” 75 and that the
marketplace influences childhood by shaping the things children use and the media
through which they learn about them. Through this lens, Kline unpacks the notion of play
and playthings, offering a look at how these concepts have changed over time and how
the marketability of play has impacted children’s culture, including reinforcing gender
divides.
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Kline suggests that before mass production and mass marketing, play was “not
simple idleness, but the work of childhood – the moral equivalent of labour.” 76 It was the
means by which the young prepared for and adjusted to the world, a means of
socialization and control without force. 77 During the Victorian era, when the notion of
childhood became associated with innocence, play was seen as “an expression of the
natural spirit of childhood and not of a bonding with objects… the Victorian world of
child’s play was not a world of manufactured things: sometimes it included found and
discarded objects. Victorians did not assume that the child needed a profusion of toys to
mature, and most traditions of play … were transmitted socially.” 78 Before they were
manufactured, Cook similarly explains that toys were handcrafted objects, often with
sentimental value, rather just a thing to use to pass idle time. 79
With the emergence of mass-produced toys and the infusion of toy marketing into
children’s television through which toys were transformed into animated characters with
appealing personalities, Kline argues that the toy underwent a major transformation: “By
the late 1980s, 70 percent of gross toy sales consisted of promotional toys – those plastic
replicas of television characters with which children simulate the contours of the universe
‘as seen on television.’” 80 Where previously a child pretended in a way that was simple
and personal, for the television child, the toy became the tool that helped them pretend, 81
transporting the child into a more exciting world. 82 Kline says the idea of play now
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revolves around the relationship between child and toy: “The play situation in which you
place a toy becomes a fantasy for the child. The fantasy presented becomes as important
as the product. Toy marketers realized that they were not so much promoting a toy’s usevalue as they were marketing a particular imaginative relationship with the toy,” 83 and
play value emerged as the primary motivation of purchase. 84
Kline further notes the influence of television on children’s play and purchasing
tendencies: “when… the products do not do very much and their appeal quickly fades,
the children soon focus on the next exciting product they see on television. The toys’ lack
of play value thus encourages an acquisitive, throwaway mentality. 85 In addition, Kline
notes that play “seems to stress the internalization of TV’s predefined scripts because
children assume the roles of characters they have seen on TV and play out scenes which
resemble television scripts.” 86 Kline concludes that although it’s possible for children to
play creatively with toys today, such creativity “is not the kind of play activity that is
depicted repeatedly in the toy commercials. In these snapshots of play, the child is shown
“simply manipulating plastic characters in accord with the highly stereotypical patterns of
narrative assigned to the particular characterization.” 87
Importantly, Kline’s study suggests that gender stereotypes are reproduced and
reinforced in peer play on children’s television commercials: “the increased targeting of
gender segments in children’s promotional toys means that television advertising depicts
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a gender-specific or sex-typed kind of role play.” 88 The commercials Kline analyzed
showed play values of nurturance, mothering, grooming, and performing associated with
girls, and play values of working, building, managing, and battling associated with boys.
Boys are also shown playing at being specific personalities rather than taking up social
roles. 89 He provides the example of a Transformer commercial wherein the boy gradually
transfers his whole self into that of a robot warrior, whereby the act of pretending is a
“relocation of the subject totally within the imaginarium of the toy.” 90 For Kline, these
changes make it harder for girls and boys to mesh their make-believe play. 91
Normalization
Cook’s research on the commodification of childhood demonstrates how commercial
interests have historically embedded consumption practices within children’s culture so
that they become normalized. This is important because normalization obscures the
commercialization of children’s culture. Using the example of children’s wear between
1910 and 1930, Cook argues that department stores were determined to draw customers
not merely by creating demand, but to make it a custom: “the idea from the outset was to
institutionalize child and infant wear as a category of goods.” 92 Cook suggests
department stores did this by associating commodities with sentimentality, morality, and
authenticity, as well as through partnerships with seemingly non-commercial entities.
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Both Cook and Kline argue that sentiment and moral palatability was used to
obscure commercialization. Providing moral cover, children and infant wear retailing
rendered market activity “subservient to the greater good of civilizing and modernizing
mothers who, in turn, would be better equipped to care for their children.” 93 Kline, like
Cook, suggests that marketers provided a moral cover that placed them nearly beyond
criticism in the promotion of toys. As he points out, the “cumulative emphasis on the
benefits of imaginative play created a situation in which toys were rarely criticized and
rarely denied to children.” 94 Similarly, Cook notes that the U.S. Children’s Bureau helped
build a bridge between children and commerce by educating mothers about child health
in the department stores: “the bureau helped to diffuse child health information... to
solidify the connection between commercial activity and child welfare.” 95
Cook’s research on children’s wear further reveals how sentimentality was used
to seemingly de-commodify childhood: “By virtue of her presence in the store, with her
children among the goods, and by virtue of her presumed practice of scrutinizing the
items she buys for her children, a mother’s intervention effectively decommodifies the
item, thus the child, and affirms their social bond outside the parameters and rhetoric of
exchange.” 96 Cook argues that when children become privileged as subjects rather than
objects of economic activity, their desire is legitimated through a process that unifies
market values and sentiment, enabling desire to be framed as originating from within the
child; it is considered natural and reflective of a unique inner person. 97 Similarly, for
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Kline, toys held sentiment and assisted with socialization: “the toy idealized the familial
bonds of love being forged through the toy as gift.” 98
Cook highlights perceived authenticity as a strategy by commercial institutions to
de-commodify childhood, with merchants urged to “be sincere with the youngsters, to
really like them and to show that you like them without any ostentation.” 99 Similarly,
infants’ wear buyers were encouraged to staff their retail centres with women as a selling
point: “The trust formed between women would translate ideally into ‘customer
goodwill,’ a euphemism for a long-term sales relationship.” 100
As shown in this section, scholarship on children’s culture illustrates how
interconnected market forces are with a child’s subjectivity and broader children’s
culture. This literature also provides historical context for my critical discourse analysis
of HobbyKidsTV and allows for assessing continuity and change between children’s
culture in the mass media era and the present when children are increasingly engaged in
social media.

Promotional Culture
Promotional culture is a term that was introduced by Andrew Wernick in the early 1990s
to describe how advertising was becoming culturally diffuse. Wernick describes
advertising as a “transmission belt for ideology,” 101 permeating culture with a capitalist
mentality and a focus on consumerism and consumption. Below I explore three terms
related to promotional culture that inform my study: self-branding, integrated advertising,
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and intertextuality. Scholars have used these concepts to offer a critical view of the
relationship between marketing and entertainment programming. 102
Self-branding
In the simplest terms, self-branding refers to the branding or promotion of oneself. Media
scholar Alison Hearn provides a critical analysis of this practice. Her research on reality
television programming offers valuable insight into the commoditized practice of selfbranding. Hearn suggests the idea of the self is something produced and conditioned by
dominant notions of being, where the self is the site for the extraction of value – profit
being the ultimate goal. 103 In this way, the branded self is, Hearn argues, a distinct kind
of labour involving an “outer-directed process of highly stylized self-construction,
directly tied to the promotional mechanisms of the post-Fordist market.” 104
Hearn suggests this outer-directed self is “based on templates of the ‘self’
supplied by corporate media culture.” 105 The “personality” that participants create for
themselves matches what is required by the show and their immaterial labour
appropriates the characteristics of the performing artist. 106 Hearn says the participant’s
persona on Reality TV is not tied to any particular kind of work or skill set, but is made
up of “lyophilized images of various types of ‘modern individuals,’ versions of the
everyday self, generated inside the structural limits set by reality television show
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producers and editors.” 107 She cites Survivor as an example, with the show’s producer
revealing a repertoire of sixteen character types. 108 Hearn argues that although these
character types are strategic choices generated out of their own unique personalities, their
creative and communicative improvisation takes place in a controlled, corporate context;
versions of the self are not freely chosen by participants but shaped by agents of the
industry. 109
Hearn situates Reality TV participants within the “social factory,” a concept
suggesting that the whole of society functions like a factory. Work, Hearn writes, is
“dispersed in all areas of life and the social becomes the site for the creation of new
forms of productive activity and their transformation into commodities.” 110 In the social
factory, corporations use various socialization strategies aimed at strengthening the
affective bonds between workers and their organizations. In the context of Reality TV,
Hearn uses the example of participants being flattered that they are picked for the show
and the show’s makers involving them in small-scale decision-making. After participants
are “bought in” and become successful, they go on to do speaking tours and other events,
indirectly producing profit for those in the industry by sharing their experiences and
offering instructions on how to engage in the practice of self-branding through the
opportunities provided by Reality TV. 111
Producing a branded self and the socialization strategies used by corporations can
be seen as a multi-level marketing campaign she calls “the corporate colonization of the
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real.” For Hearn, the continuous promotion of self and the show they participate in are
rhetoric: “the values and logic of promotional activity within the social factory become
the content and message of the stories being told, as well as their end product.” 112 What
matters most is gaining attention, emotional allegiance, and market share: “Goods,
corporations and people are all implicated in promotionalism; not only are they
commodified, they must also generate their own rhetorically persuasive meanings. They
must become ‘commodity signs,’ which ‘function in circulation both as… object(s)-tobe-sold and as the bearer(s) of a promotional message.’” 113
Scholars Susie Khamis et. al. apply Hearn’s theory of self-branding to social
media. They argue that social media extends marketing logic and language into social life
whereby individuals are locked into a mode of constant promotion. 114 “Self-branding,”
they write, “asks the individual to view relationships as transactional and instrumental,
and to look to the market to gauge personal accomplishment.” However, in contrast to
Hearn’s view of Reality TV, Khamis et. al. purport that self-branding on social media is
not dependent on corporate involvement: “self-branding through social media does not
require initial affiliation with the ‘already powerful.’” 115 The authors contend that
visibility and attention matter most, citing the example of a photogenic high school
student whose ordinary photos of herself are seen by over 35,000 followers, many of
whom have fan pages dedicated to her. 116
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Integrated advertising
Integrated advertising is described by Christina Spurgeon as advertising that is not
distinctly separate from media content; it is not easily identified by media consumers as
non-program content. 117 Spurgeon views integrated advertising as evidence of a
promotional culture and the colonization of social space by the logics of markets and
capital. 118 June Deery illustrates how Reality TV is an example of this growing trend as it
involves the merging of advertising and entertainment programming into what she refers
to as “advertainment,” or “programming designed to sell as it entertains.” 119 Deery
identifies examples of product placement and branded content in Reality TV, and argues
that the “shows themselves act as marketing vehicles in addition to attracting audiences
for spot advertisers.” 120 She notes that in one genre of Reality TV through which
participants are deprived of luxuries (e.g., Survivor), product placement becomes part of
the narrative. 121 Goods are regularly offered as prizes or rewards, meaning products do
not just appear, they are actively promoted: “When defined as a prize, an object
automatically takes on added value.” 122 Deery says the product’s function does not have
to be highlighted; the brands are greeted by contestants as familiar, and are even
celebrated elements of their culture. 123 Deery points out that the placement can be both
explicit and implicit. On the show American Idol, for instance, sponsor Coca Cola had its
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logo on several items, and the brand’s colour appeared in the backstage red room and
onstage couch. For Deery, sponsors of Reality TV no longer occupy just a frame, they
become part of the narrative. 124 This is known as “branded content” or “branded
entertainment,” where the brand guides the development of the content. Deery cites the
Reality TV show No Boundaries as an example of “synergy between show and
sponsor” 125 as the series was jointly produced by a manufacturer and a media company as
a promotional vehicle for the Ford Explorer.
Deery’s research highlights a trajectory towards a more commercially
intermeshed media content, from product placement, to integrated advertising, to coproduction. She finds that in each instance, the content becomes increasingly
subordinated to the entertainment’s promotional function. 126 Deery goes further,
however, in arguing that such forms of Reality TV promote not just products and brands,
but capitalist ideology, specifically “the promotion of individual and open competition
for private, usually monetary, gain.” 127
Intertextuality
Intertextuality is the shaping of a text’s meaning by another text, or interconnection
between similar or related texts. Political economist Eileen Meehan was among the first
scholars to introduce the concept of “commercial” intertextuality. Meehan argues that
economics must be considered to fully understand texts and intertexts within American
mass culture, since most cultural production occurs in the context of private, for-profit
124
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institutions. She uses the Batman franchise as one example of commercial intertextuality,
noting that decisions about movies came to be increasingly focused on the potential
profitability of a wide range of linked products. The film is only one component in a
“web of cross references” that includes movie trailers, film clips, interviews, reviews, and
licensing materials (e.g., Batman paraphernalia) such as books, costumes, and toys,
which Meehan states activate “widespread participation in the intertext.” 128 Meehan
argues that this web is culturally limiting in that “corporate imperatives operate as the
primary constraints shaping the narratives and iconography of the text as well as the
manufacture and licensing of the intertextual materials necessary for a ‘mania’ to sweep
the country.” 129 Meehan contends that although the audience experiences emotion and
pleasure from this cultural product, those feelings obscure “the commodification of text,
the commodity fetishism of intertext, and the management of consumption.” 130
Jonathan Hardy – who similarly describes intertextuality as the linking of films or
TV series with products, spin-offs, merchandise, and reversionings – expands the
literature on commercial intertextuality by bridging critical political economic and
cultural studies perspectives. To political economists, Hardy says commercial
intertextuality is “mainly read in terms of synergistic corporate communications that seek
to maximize profits by cultivating and exploiting audiences and fans,” whereas scholars
working in a cultural studies tradition view it as “material that is fashioned in
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autonomous and creative ways for self-expression and social communication, generating
new forms of participation, and collaboration amongst prosumers.” 131
Hardy cites the HBO television series True Blood as an example of the ambiguity
or tensions that arise between these two perspectives. He notes that seemingly
autonomous popular fan sites contain prominent links to HBO merchandise, while
corporately controlled sites offer critical fan discussions. So, even though commodified
intertextual flows extend into more autonomous textual spaces, counter-flow is also
discernible. 132 Hardy argues that while it is important to examine how corporate activity
structures (inter)textual space, it is necessary to attend to multiple sites and contending
forces of communicative exchange. 133
Devon Powers’ research on promotion in the music industry adds critical
perspective to the intertexuality discussion. Noting Wernick’s description of the “vortex
of publicity,” where media may serve as not only advertisements for themselves, but also
signs that seek to advertise other commodities, Powers says it can be difficult if not
impossible for consumers to know exactly when promotion is intentional and when it is
serendipitous. 134 She provides the example of a TV show that features a song by a wellknown artist, pointing out that it could be difficult to discern whether the song’s presence
was random or intentional, stating that “promotion is often a product of coincidence and
circumstance rather than an orchestration.” 135 She also questions the effectiveness of
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promotion when it becomes saturated: “Creating an environment predisposed toward
selling does not mean that everything sells… it does not account for the wide range of
interpretations various stakeholders may have.” 136 With this, we must consider Cook’s
account of continuous desire and the possibility that the more promotional references are
embedded in various texts, the more easily the franchises behind them are incorporated
into culture as the separation between content and advertising becomes blurred.
Conclusion
My review of the relevant literature has identified gaps in the existing scholarship – gaps
which my study helps to close. It appears that there is little research to date that has
explicitly incorporated the concepts of promotional culture, self-branding, and integrated
advertising into a critical discourse analysis of top family influencers on YouTube.
Although existing research has acknowledged children’s activities on social media as
labour and has examined the ways in which family influencers work to achieve fame and
financial gain, there has been no fulsome examination of the promotionalism at work
within top family influencers in tandem with the structural and historical context that this
genre of entertainment operates in, including the nature and motivations of the digital
platforms they use to post content and connect with followers.
My study will draw upon but also extend the insights of influencer case studies
surveyed in this chapter. For example, Abidin has studied the strategies of and labour
within the Eh Bee Family and Reality Changers; but at the time of her study, these
channels were distinct from the phenomenon of HobbyKidsTV in that they did not
produce nearly the same amount of content nor did they have comparable net worth
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(though it should be noted that since the Eh Bee family partnered with pocket.watch, the
same corporate entity HobbyKidsTV partners with, their subscriber base has reached 10
million). At the time of Abidin’s study, HobbyKidsTV’s net worth was double that of the
Eh Bee Family and they had posted four times as many videos since starting in the same
year. No research to date has critically examined the impacts of working so closely with
corporate partners such as pocket.watch. Although recent research acknowledges that
family influencers work with companies to help them achieve fame and fortune, current
research has not explored in-depth the connection between these corporate entities and
the content that is produced. My critical discourse analysis of HobbyKidsTV helps to fill
this gap in the existing literature on family influencers.
I also observe that much of the research on family influencers and
microcelebrities to date has focused on how their strategies for achieving fame and
fortune is distinct from earlier methods of gaining and maintaining celebrity status.
Focusing on the novelty of social media in the making of celebrity can obscure the
similarities between this “new” genre and traditional mass media and entertainment
industries. Identifying similarities could potentially advance an argument for additional
research into children and advertising as well as for protections of child digital labourers
beyond that of their parent family influencers. The medium may be different than
television, but the strategies used by family influencers and how they operate to generate
profit may not be so different.
This chapter has introduced key concepts, debates and historical context for my
critical discourse analysis of HobbyKidsTV. A critical analysis of promotionalism within
HobbyKidsTV will allow us to assess the extent of the agency of the child participants
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and their young audiences. My analysis will, in part, critically examine the child
participants’ role in the content that is produced, including how often and in what ways
they appear to act freely and independently, that is, without direction, scripting, or a
predetermined form of restricted play. To gain insight into the extent of the
promotionalism within HobbyKidsTV, I will identify integrated advertising elements
present in the videos – that is, advertising that is not distinctly separate from the content
and that may not be easily discernible as an ad. It may come in the form of branded
content, such as a plot being developed around a product featured in the video, product
placement, how the products are promoted during the video, and intertextuality, through
which other HobbyKidsTV products are promoted in their videos. Analyzing
HobbyKidsTV through the conceptual lens explored in this literature review will enable a
deepened understanding of this family influencer unit and the similarities and differences
between this “new” entertainment genre and traditional mass media. In the following
chapter I explain how I will approach the analysis and I provide the structural context
through which HobbyKidsTV will be explored.

i

Chapter 2

Denaturalizing a new domain: A deeper look at HobbyKidsTV
Introducing HobbyKidsTV and YouTube
HobbyKidsTV (very recently renamed HobbyFamilyTV 137) is a highly successful
YouTube channel that ranked 39th among the top 100 entertainment channels on
YouTube at the time this thesis was written. 138 YouTube has been described by Hector
Postigo as a platform through which the corporate owner, Google, can turn a profit with
minimum work. 139 Its many socio-technical affordances, such as community building,
double as financial drivers. The video upload feature draws subscribers and others to a
channel, with Postigo stating that “view counts are the single most important component
in the YouTube ranking system.” 140 The HobbyKidsTV channel has uploaded 3,233
videos since launching in 2013, which is an average of about one video per day. In
addition to their main channel, the family has several other YouTube channels they post
videos on, including HobbyHax, HobbyGaming, and HobbyKoalafied Fun. The family is
also on Facebook and Instagram, channels they use to promote their YouTube channel
and a cartoon series modelled after the three Hobby boys, HobbyKids Adventures.
In addition to video uploads, other technical features of YouTube, including the
ability to comment on a video, favourite it, and subscribe to a YouTube channel, are all
features HobbyKidsTV uses to connect with their audience and increase their videos’
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rank on the platform. These features enable the channel to become more profitable.
YouTube’s advertising system/partner program, another key feature, is according to
Postigo the central tool through which much of the users’ content is monetized both for
YouTube and the channel. 141 HobbyKidsTV features several ads throughout many of
their videos, including banner ads, pre-video commercials, and in-video box ads.
The HobbyKidsTV channel launched in 2013 and features a family of five:
HobbyMom and HobbyDad and their three young boys, HobbyPig, HobbyFrog, and
HobbyBear. They began the channel by doing skits, competitions, and challenges, and
were known for their giant “surprise eggs” from which they would pull and review toys.
The original “about” section on their YouTube channel stated: “Subscribe to
HobbyKidsTV, the trusted brand of families across the globe. HobbyKidsTV produces
clean family friendly kid shows. We collect all brands of toys to teach kids imaginative
play through toy reviews. We love sharing fun educational learning. Join our HobbyFun
today and subscribe for free!” 142
On screen, the Hobby family entertains and engages followers, while behind the
scenes working with corporate entities to grow their brand. One year after launching
HobbyKidsTV, the family signed on with Disney’s Maker Studios. Maker Studios was a
content network on YouTube that was later acquired by The Walt Disney Company for
500 million dollars.143 When the partnership launched, HobbyDad spoke publicly about
their entrepreneurial goals: “We’re thrilled to be in the same club as the Shaytards and
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are excited to work directly with Maker, utilizing their expertise and resources to grow
our channel and really rocket our brand to the next level.” (The Shaytards were
considered to be the “first” family influencer on YouTube.) In 2017, HobbyKidsTV
became a “creator” partner of pocket.watch, a company overseen by children’s television
executives and described as a “licensing and merchandising specialist.” 144 Pocket.watch
has since been acquired by media giant Viacom, owner of the Nickelodeon children’s TV
network. 145
Today, according to Statsheep, HobbyKidsTV’s annual earning potential is over
18 million dollars. In The Origins of HobbyKidsTV (How to Get Started on YouTube)
video, HobbyMom alludes to their children being crucial to the channel’s success: “We
were the ones that set the trends. We were the ones that came up with the idea to do giant
surprise eggs and adventures with kids.” 146 Though the HobbyKidsTV channel
emphasizes learning, education, and fun, this, I argue, conceals the promotional aspects
of the channel and the work that goes into monetizing content and growing a brand on
YouTube. As Postigo observes, YouTube’s structure enables activities that straddle
labour and leisure to be incorporated into a commercial framework in a seemingly
invisible fashion. 147 In this setting, much like the professional photographer “makes” a
picture, the outcome of play weighs heavily in the mind of the producer, and play and
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production become unified processes. 148 These processes require “tools of the trade” 149
that enable the production of entertainment for the audience. For HobbyKidsTV, these
tools include camera equipment, a tripod, a microphone, multiple cell phones for filming,
a green room, video editing equipment with animation capabilities, and props, as well as
the skills to professionally film and produce videos. While the term “Hobby” in the
trademarked HobbyKidsTV name implies an activity someone partakes in for enjoyment
during their leisure time, Postigo argues that with the “making” of play for profit, the
“‘freeness’ of the hobby is lost.” 150 He says “it is in YouTube’s best interest that all
videos get as many views as possible… but the (technical) features alone cannot achieve
this.” 151 YouTube users like HobbyKidsTV, to borrow from Postigo’s analysis, “must
market their videos to subscribers, encourage their responses, and seek new audiences, all
in the hopes of increasing video views. Top commentators are motivated by social capital
that is garnered in the community when a video gets thousands of views” and the
“video’s success is tied to the personal connection that commentators have with
subscribers.” 152
Despite being owned by a global corporation, YouTube presents itself as a neutral
and free platform for creativity and expression: “our mission is to give everyone a
voice,” 153 states YouTube’s “About” page. But the platform’s structures and affordances
encourage promotionalism and revenue generation, which can have a distinct impact on
the young labourers and audiences who participate on YouTube. In this thesis, I set out to
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explore the YouTube dichotomy through HobbyKidsTV by critically analyzing how
much of a voice the child actors on the channel are afforded in terms of agency and free
expression. A multimodal critical discourse analysis approach will be employed to assess
whether the influencer is “family” or “franchise” first. My analysis will explore the
following research questions:
1. What role do the children play in promoting the HobbyKidsTV brand and
generating revenue?
a. What is the nature of the children’s play activity on
HobbyKidsTV?
b. What subjectivities do the children inhabit in the videos?
2. How does the channel use visual and verbal elements to build loyalty to
the brand and encourage consumption?

Methodology
To answer these research questions, I will complete a critical discourse analysis (CDA), a
methodology that helps to unpack power relations, particularly within the context of
capitalism. In general terms, CDA is the analysis of discourse, or language. It is premised
on the view that language is “not simply a neutral means of reflecting or describing the
world.” 154 Norman Fairclough argues that there is power in and behind language,
meaning that discourses are a place where relations of power are exercised and enacted,
and they are shaped by ideological structures. 155 Focusing on connections between
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language and power, CDA helps to demonstrate the extent to which a particular view of
the world is presented. 156 It recognizes that discourse constructs social life; that our
current ways of understanding the world are shaped by social processes; and that the
social construction of problems are linked to actions or practices. 157 My analysis reveals
the extent of the promotionalism within HobbyKidsTV and, by extension, provides a
deepened understanding of the power relations and structures operating in this channel
and entertainment genre, and the potential consequences.
Fairclough argues that ideology is prevalent in discourse; that discourse shapes
and is shaped by institutions and structures. 158 CDA sheds light on these structures,
uncovering relations of power that see the acceptance of an ideology occurring not by
force or domination, but through integration (“winning consent and achieving a
precarious equilibrium” 159), wherein ideology becomes naturalized. 160 CDA considers the
political economy of the media, and can reveal latent or hidden meanings that have the
potential to enable a pathway to social change: “a study of discoursal change needs a
double focus on the discourse event and on the societal and institutional orders of
discourse.” 161 As Ian Roderick explains in a discussion of critical discourse analysis,
being critical is a political act: “It seeks not simply to describe the representations of
society but also to intervene in those representations so as to transform society…
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challenging structures of social domination.” 162 Critically analyzing HobbyKidsTV
within the ideological structure in which it operates enables the researcher to denaturalize ideology, or to show that something has been made to be experienced as
natural. 163 CDA can assist in de-naturalizing HobbyKidsTV by showing how the world
(events, relationships, etc.) is represented ideologically, the identities set up for those
involved in the program or story, and what relationships are set up between those
involved.” 164
Roderick argues that a CDA methodology tends to “see power and the structures
that underwrite the reproduction of asymmetries in power relations as being obscured to
those who are subject to them.” 165 He cites Fairclough and other scholars who propose
that ‘“CDA aims to make more visible these opaque aspects of discourse as social
practice.”’ 166 One of the abilities of CDA, then, is to make “those who are subject (to
power) more conscious of and able to critically respond themselves to those
workings.” 167 Discerning the operation of HobbyKidsTV through CDA could thus reveal
potential avenues for further research. Moreover, a CDA approach enables us to view the
actions and actors on HobbyKidsTV as socially produced. As Rosalind Gill writes,
“actions or functions should not be thought of in cognitive terms… as related to an
individual’s intentions; often they can be global or ideological and are best located as
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cultural practices rather than confined to someone’s head.” 168 My research aims to
uncover the way in which these social practices are produced. 169 It will involve a
“multimodal” approach – analyzing text as well as visuals that connote meaning in
HobbyKidsTV videos. Visual elements provide a fuller view of the overall content, as
text cannot be read in isolation, and structural and stylistic elements reveal how social
practices and ideologies are supported and perpetuated, as evidenced in the various
studies I will draw from below.
In their research on how meaning is constructed in Reality TV, Olivia Monson et.
al. conclude that various visual techniques including camera angle and camera time spent
on contestants communicates ideological messages. The authors find that despite positive
verbal and textual messaging about tackling obesity and good health, The Biggest Loser
Australia (TBL) reproduces and strengthens the cultural belief that overweight bodies are
an individual responsibility and psychological dysfunction. They conclude that while the
dialogue and verbal elements in the show promote healthy behaviour, the audio and
visual elements tell a different story: “the messages are not always explicit but MCDA
has enabled us to make visible features that discourse analysis alone would miss.” 170
In a critical analysis of top child influencers in Turkey, Gul Esra Atalay considers
verbal choices such as “buy” and “bought,” the number of times brand names are
repeated, as well as how the child YouTuber’s verbal choices naturalize expense and
shopping. In this study, Atalay’s examination of salience and gaze shows that even
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though the child is a protagonist in the video, the camera is focused on stationary and
supermarket brands; the child’s face was not seen in many shots. 171 Atalay also used gaze
to examine how the camera (and therefore viewer’s perspective) is continually focused on
items and shopping bags with brand names and examined relations between viewer and
actors through the “demand image,” wherein the actor “demands” a response from the
viewer. These visual analysis codes lend support to the author’s finding that the focus on
products in the videos analyzed represent the capitalist system and consumption culture.
The author concludes that although the videos are framed as intimate and emotive family
situations, their purpose is to persuade viewers to join in excessive consumerism. 172
Similarly, Andrew Tolson’s study of the communicative practice of vlogging illustrates
how close-ups and direct address of the viewer, including greetings and responses that
require viewer participation (e.g. “see that”) construct co-presence and invite
interaction. 173 Tolson notes how conversational talk or spontaneous interpolations such as
“wow” are interspersed with scripted talk. 174
Scholars Lars Pynt Anderson and Jan Moller Jensen’s study of gender and
perceptual dimensions of television advertising further contributes to how mode of
address is used through the lens of traditional advertisers to promote a product. Their
study introduces two concepts relevant to the HobbyKidsTV case study. First, didactic
appeal, in which there is a conscious deliberation of persuasive arguments involving the
presenter addressing the camera with direct eye contact as if speaking directly to the
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viewer. 175 Second, narrative mode, which is an indirect mode of address, one performed
through a dialogue of fictional characters, with a plot and many forms of embedded
demonstrations of products and their (more or less emotional) benefits. Anderson and
Jensen note that comedy and humour are potential elements in this mode. 176
My methodology is further informed by scholars Dezheng Feng and Peter
Wignell, whose multimodal analysis of Chinese television advertisements for Colgate
toothpaste shows how brands attempt to naturalize commercials. 177 These actors verbally
and non-verbally endorse the featured product and attempt to influence the viewer in
three ways: by assuming a certain identity (close friend, celebrity), by reproducing lifelike situations with which viewers may identify, and by entering into symbolic relations
with the viewer through these roles. 178 The authors use individual shots from scenes in
the advertisements as the basic unit of transcription and analysis. These units are in turn
presented in stages: the narrative stage, where a story relevant to the product is told; a
promotional stage, where the product is introduced; and a logo stage (end blocks in the
advertisement). 179 In Feng and Wignell’s study, multimodal character endorsement
strategies include linguistic choice, facial expression, gaze, distance, and perspective. The
authors share examples where an attentive gaze indicates a positive attitude towards the
product, and instances of viewer alignment, including camera angles employed to
construct character-viewer equality and character power. 180 These techniques “work
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together to position the viewers and engage them for optimal effect of persuasion.” 181
The authors also looked at situations that accommodate and support the advertising
message. In their analysis of 21 advertisements, about a third were focused on family
situations.
In addition to the studies cited here, the methodology for my case study is
informed by two approaches to content analysis that enable the researcher to identify the
level of agency through the behaviour and roles of actors. The first approach, transitivity,
is made up of three potential parts: the process or action, the participants, and the
circumstances under which the process takes place. 182 The way social actors are
presented can indicate their level of agency in the interaction, and their activities and
actions can afford greater or lesser degrees of agency. 183 The manner in which
participants are depicted can also represent social relations. In verbal texts, for example,
interactional meanings are realized through the ways the listener is positioned in the
exchange and oriented towards the represented participants. 184 For instance, a reader
being addressed by “you” and “I/we” pronouns suggests the relationship between the
reader and author is one of close affinity and the use of these words can create a sense of
dialogue between equals. 185
While illustrating the benefits of multimodal CDA as a methodology, it is equally
important to acknowledge the criticisms of this approach. One of the critiques of MCDA
is that it can be “too descriptive – that it merely details the phenomenon in question ‘as it
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is’ without actually subjecting it to any sort of reflexive evaluation or analysis.” 186
Roderick argues that being descriptive is not the issue, however; the problem is
examining multimodality in a vacuum and failing to contextualize the knowledge gained
through the description. 187 For Roderick, “description… becomes a tool of critique when
it is called upon to support the claims we make regarding what discourses are being
accomplished in the texts that we analyze.” 188 In a similar vein, Bouvier and Machin state
in a study of CDA and social media that social media should be thought of as situated
actions used to achieve particular ends, and that this requires not only looking at the
visual and verbal elements of a text, but what the videos are used to do and achieve.” 189
In my analysis, verbal and visual description will be a key technique to surface
HobbyKidsTV’s promotional goals.
This analysis of HobbyKidsTV includes a sample of 25 videos from their
YouTube channel (see the Appendix on page 121 for the full list). The Hobby family has
several other YouTube and social media channels, but HobbyKidsTV was chosen
because it is the most popular of their accounts, with a subscriber base of over 4.18
million. The sample includes videos that range in length from eight minutes to 30
minutes and that were posted between 2015 and 2020. This date range enables my
analysis to uncover potential changes in roles and power relations as the children age, and
includes videos that feature the most involvement from the children. Many of the videos
prior to 2015 featured more occasional participation from the children and focused more
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heavily on the parents who posted toy reviews. The videos in my sample are varied in
terms of format in order to represent a cross-section of the content HobbyKidsTV
produces. Consideration was also given to the amount of views and likes the videos
received.
The line of inquiry for this method is inductive reasoning in that it begins with
data about the characteristics associated with HobbyKidsTV. General descriptions are
then derived from the data using coding to reveal patterns. To limit subjective
interpretation, the coded categories have been clearly defined, as seen in the table below.
For each code, I provide a definition and description for how it applies to the analysis.
The codes were not analyzed in isolation. Rather, many were examined in
tandem with each other. Examining codes together provides a more fulsome look at the
entire scene, considering the relationship between multiple aspects in order to uncover
power relations and promotionalism. When coding, I recorded the url for each video, the
date it was posted, and recorded a timestamp for every scene so that I could easily find
the scene later during the analysis. I also took notes in a column of my coding
spreadsheet to identify where in certain scenes elements of the concepts and themes I
explored in the literature review were visible and prominent.
Figure 2: Coding definitions
Code

Definition and description

Play

Activity initiated by the Hobby children (as opposed to activity initiated by
their parents or grandparents) that involves interacting with each other or
with a toy product.

Branded activity

Any activity that promotes the HobbyKidsTV channel or toy products.

Product featured

Only includes products whose brand names are featured prominently in the
video through the use of the camera and dialogue. Aids in determining the
amount of promotional content in each video.
i

Intertextuality

Describes instances when HobbyKidsTV cross-references other brands or
products, including their own, and indicates promotional activity.

Dialogue

Captures patterns in verbal elements, including commands and
conversational talk. In combination with the visual elements of the show,
this can indicate levels of agency and promotionalism.

Mode of address

Refers to how the audience is addressed by the actor. It can be indirect
(offer gaze) or direct (demand gaze), in which the actor is attempting to
make a connection with the viewer, or commanding or demanding
something from them.

Salience

Defined as what is most in focus in the frame or camera shot. This is
determined by factors like distance from the camera, perspective, lighting,
and composition.

Distance

Refers to distance from the camera; closer distance indicates intimacy
between actor and viewer.

Perspective

Refers to the camera angle presented to the viewer; indicative of relations
between actors or actor and viewer. If made to look up, they are
subordinates. At eye level, they are equals; looking down means the
viewer/actor in that scene is privileged.

Setting

The backdrop in which the videos are produced. The visual elements in the
setting, in combination with the dialogue and activity in a scene, can be
indicative of promotionalism, naturalization, or the structure and planning
involved in the production of a video.

Main actors

Refers to who the main actors are in a scene and is determined based on
who initiates an action, activity, or dialogue; detects patterns around which
actors have a lead role.

Stage

Refers to the structure of the videos and is common to traditional
advertisements. The narrative stage is the portion that involves a story or
plot tied into the product, the promotional stage involves the promotion of
products, and the logo stage is the reinforcement of the brand.

Format

Refers to the type of format that the video falls under such as game show or
toy review or a combination of the two.

Genre

Refers to the style of video and whether it is categorized as action,
adventure, comedy, mystery, etc.

Plot

Describes the story being told in the video.

Character construction

Describes character traits the actors present in the video. (e.g. goofy/silly)
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Chapter 3
Findings and analysis
Overall, the coding of my sample of videos revealed a heavy concentration of
promotionalism and consumerism in HobbyKidsTV, indicative of what Livingstone
referred to as the increasing interpenetration of children’s culture and commercial
interests. These interests also appear to influence the activity of the Hobby children on
camera. Four key themes emerged from my multimodal analysis of the sample: scripted
play, self-branding, addressing the audience as consumers, and two main strategies used
to obscure commodification and commercialization, sentimentality and morality. I will
briefly explain each of these themes before moving into my analysis.
Scripted play. The children’s activity in the majority of the videos coded was
contrived, initiated, and led by the Hobby parents or grandparents, and their activity fell
mainly under the category of branded activity rather than actual play. Most branded
activity either involved the boys being prompted or directed to react to the demonstration
of a toy product or demonstrating the product themselves.
Self-branding. In addition to promoting products, patterns in the coding suggest
the boys promote their individual brands and personas, while at the same time engaging
in commercial intertextuality. Not only did each child take on their own brand, which
mirrored and served to promote the characters in the cartoon series modelled after them,
but patterns emerging from the coding found HobbyPig in particular resembled Alison
Hearn’s “entrepreneur of the self.”
Addressing the audience as consumers. Patterns emerged in the way young
viewers were addressed by the Hobby family. In the majority of videos, the young
i

audience was treated like a consumer of either the HobbyKidsTV brand or of the
products being promoted, often commanded to take actions that ultimately make the
channel more profitable.
Sentimentality and morality. Obscuring the profit-seeking side of the business was
also a pattern prevalent in many of the coded videos, as the channel built sentiment and
morality into the dialogue and plotlines, and associated various products with these
virtues.

Scripted play: Continuity through change
The coding in this analysis found that the Hobby children engage in very little free play
on camera; rather, in the majority of videos coded, their mostly contrived, directed, and
branded activity is used for the promotion of products and brands within a structured
setting which is more similar to the television commercials analyzed by Kline and the
Reality TV programmed examined by Hearn.
Firstly, the scenes in many of the coded videos are pre-determined and staged,
with a prescribed and standardized format that includes challenges, contests, and
reactions, in which the parents play hosts and the Hobby children are the contestants. A
quarter of the videos analyzed feature game show formats similar to several other popular
YouTubers’ videos posted around the same time. This resembles the Reality TV
“template” Hearn refers to, in which there are “graphic elements and set-design
instructions that are then filled with local content.” 190 This screenshot shows the results
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of a search on YouTube for the “game board IRL” (in real life) format revealing
colourful floor mats, oversized inflatable dice, and cash rewards in almost all results.
Figure 4: Giant Board Game Challenge

The competition and reward common to each of these videos promotes the capitalist
ideology Deery referred to in her research on Reality TV – that is, open competition for
private, usually monetary, gain. The most popular HobbyKidsTV video in this show
format is GIANT GAME BOARD IRL! Winner Gets $1,000! Avengers CHALLENGE by
HobbyKidsTV. In this video, the physical setting and dialogue is structured; the boys
answer when prompted and complete activities set out for them by the game.
HobbyDad: “We’re doing one of the most exciting giant board games ever.
That’s right! It’s the Avengers board game.”
(Recorded child audience voices yell “Yay!”)
i

HobbyDad: “That’s right. It’s the Hobby wheel. A dice for HobbyFrog,
HobbyBear, and HobbyPig. We’re going through a swingset obstacle
course, all the way till the end of the board game where the winner will
get $1,000 and it's being guarded by Thanos and the Infinity Gauntlet. So
you guys wanna win?”
HobbyKids in unison: "Yeah!"
HobbyDad: "Ok… That's right, this is real money. And these are real $2
bills. Leave in your comments below if you've ever seen a real $2 bill. Are
you guys excited?"
HobbyKids in unison: "Yeah."
HobbyDad: "This is going to be amazing."

In this opening scene, the dialogue and the way the boys are lined up next to each other in
a row suggests a kind of relation described by Kress and Van Leeuwen in which
HobbyDad is directing as the superordinate and the children are subordinates in the same
way an actor relates to their director on set. HobbyDad lays out the rules of the game and
the prize that awaits the winner. The boys take turns rolling the inflatable dice and
moving along spaces on the board, spinning the wheel and landing on punishments.
These include dreaded activities for the average child: 10 pushups, ripping off a bandaid,
and listening to their little brother play the flute for 30 seconds. Afterwards, HobbyDad
asks HobbyPig for a reaction: “Alright, he did it. Was that better or worse than you
thought it was going to be?” to which HobbyPig replies, “In the middle. I kind of
expected it.”
Similarly, in GUMMY vs REAL COMPILATION 90 Minutes! Challenges By
HobbyKids, another popular game-show style format among YouTubers, the setting is
also very structured; it’s a western theme with a large poster backdrop of saloon doors.
HobbyMom introduces the video as host, describing the Hobby children as “scoundrels”
who must be punished for their crimes. “Wanted” posters with the faces of each brother
are posted in front of the table where they sit. All are dressed in costume – cowboy boots
i

and mini cowboy hats, with fake moustaches on their upper lips, pretending to have a
country twang. While seated at the table, they are continually presented with sets of two
mystery containers, one that has something “real” in it, and one that is the fake version.
The children are directed by HobbyMom, who elicits their reactions to entertain the
young audience. Every time a surprise is placed in front of them, they are asked to choose
which surprise they want to unveil first and then decide if it is a gummy candy or if it is
real before opening the mystery box. They go through fourteen rounds in 30 minutes.
During that time, HobbyMom repeatedly ensures all costumes are in order and that the
show continues. At one point, she asks: “HobbyPig, I have a serious question for you.
Where the hay is your moustache?” and later asks asks HobbyBear, “Where’s your
stache?” In another scene, she directs HobbyFrog to return to the stage after he gets
uneasy about revealing the next “real” mystery box.
HobbyMom: "HobbyBear, show us what you got in the box."
(HobbyBear lifts the lid, revealing two large gummy candies shaped as
rats with long tails.)
HobbyPig: "Oh no."
HobbyBear: "Lasers."
HobbyMom: "I don't think those are some lasers."
HobbyBear (picking up the gummy candy): "This is a rat."
(In the background, HobbyFrog gets out of his chair and leaves the shot.)
HobbyMom: "It's a rat, mouse, and look, the others are scurrying already.”
(Camera pans to HobbyFrog standing several feet from the mystery box,
looking at his mom holding the camera.)

Figure 5: GUMMY vs. REAL COMPILATION
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HobbyMom: “You haven't even opened up the real."
HobbyDad: "Frog just ran away."
HobbyMom: "Frog. You gotta stick around. You gotta stick around for your
challenge."
(HobbyPig stands up on his chair to create more distance between
himself and the box.)
HobbyPig: "I'll open it."
HobbyMom: "Come on scoundrels, get ‘er open."

Here, HobbyMom repeatedly directs the Hobby children to unveil the mystery box
despite their being visibly uncomfortable at times. In contrast to children who happen
upon creatures they are free to run away from, the boys’ reactions to the items unveiled in
the mystery box are deliberately captured on film and they are forced to stick around for
filming. This format makes the video less about children enjoying themselves and more
about providing the audience with a spectacle characteristic of Reality TV.

i

In addition to eliciting reactions in game-show style challenges and contests,
prompting and direction is given by main actors (parents and grandparents) in other
formats, including coded videos that feature skits – indicating the activity of the Hobby
children is more similar to actors being directed than children engaged in free play. In
Giant Toothpaste Surprise with Power Rangers and Spongebob by HobbyKidsTV, a video
that explicitly features Power Rangers and Oral B products, opens with all three
HobbyKids lined up, throwing their hands up in the air at the same time as they say each
word in unison: “The world’s... biggest... surprises.” HobbyFrog: “Our channel was the
first.” HobbyPig: “The original... creator of the biggest eggs.”
Figure 6: Hobby boys in Giant Toothpaste Surprise

In this video, HobbyMom leads the HobbyKids through the skit, prompting them and
giving them cues to speak or perform a particular act.
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HobbyMom: “Let's find out what's hiding inside our world's biggest tooth.
Uh oh. That's not good. Our tooth has a cavity. There's a giant hole in the
tooth! What caused the cavity. Germs! Gross creepy crawly germs. Ew. Uh
oh. We better battle off these germs, guys. They're crawling all over you
guys. They're sticky. They're ooey. They're gooey.”
HobbyKids (in unison): “Ew.”
HobbyMom: “Ew.”
HobbyPig: “Where's our swords.”
HobbyMom: "They're attacking you. You guys better get into your power
suits.”
HobbyMom: “Come on Power Rangers, get those germs! It’s not working.”
HobbyPig: “What?”
HobbyMom: “Stop, stop, stop. I know what’s going to work. The best thing
to help get rid of germs on a tooth is?”
HobbyKids (in unison): “A toothbrush!”

Throughout the dialogue, we see that the Hobby children wait for and obey HobbyMom’s
directives. When she says the boys need to battle, they start doing so with the slime she
asked them to pull out of the surprise egg. HobbyPig’s suggestion to use swords in battle
goes unacknowledged by HobbyMom, who continues to move forward with the scene.
This dialogue seems less like a conversation between a mom and her children and more
like a directed scene between an actor and their director. When she determines that it is
time to get into their power suits, the children start spinning around in circles and then
appear in their Power Rangers gear. This scene follows with more prompts from
HobbyMom:
HobbyMom: “Keep brushing, keep brushing! This is a tough gingivitis, we
might need some mouthwash! Time to get the mouthwash! We need to get
rid of this gingivitis!” (Kids grab mouthwash.)
HobbyFrog: “Mouthwash saved the day.”
HobbyMom: “Woohoo! Time to do the toothbrush dance.” (Kids dance.)

Similarly contrived scenes are prominent in the skit HobbyKarate turns into a
plushy! Action Packed Battle Adventure by HobbyKids, in which HobbyPig fights and
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eliminates various villains while promoting a HobbyKarate plush toy that HobbyKidsTV
says they helped create. In this skit, HobbyDad narrates the character that HobbyPig acts
out so that HobbyPig is on camera mouthing the words of his father. In this skit and in
many others, the boys are directed to anticipate special effects that appear on screen but
that are not present during filming. These effects enhance the appeal of the toy products
being promoted, while restricting the activity of the children. In We BABYSIT JACK
JACK! Laser Eyes with Incredibles 2-- PART 1 by HobbyKidsTV, HobbyBear is seen
looking off to the side while he pretends to blast a laser from the toy being promoted,
rather than being engaged in play.
Figure 7: HobbyBear in Jack Jack
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In the skit Giant POWER RANGERS Surprise Egg Adventure with Dino Charge Toys,
HobbyFrog is similarly looking in the opposite direction of his toy weapon, appearing to
ensure he is playing out the scene properly.

Figure 8: Giant Power Rangers
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These are clear examples of promotion taking priority over play. The contrived scenes led
by their director parents and grandparents require that the Hobby children pretend in
certain ways or perform certain actions to enhance the appeal of a product. From
engaging the audience by eliciting a reaction that drives up subscriptions and views, to
selling a toy, these videos have more in common with scripted and structured television
commercials and Reality TV than free play. Additionally, two of the videos coded in the
analysis were official paid advertisements in which the children were entirely scripted.
Even in scenes that are less structured and unscripted, “play” is primarily limited
to the demonstration of product functions and features in almost all coded videos. In
looking at perspective, we see what Kress and Van Leeuwen describe as reactional
structures, 191 a process used to describe a connection between two actors. This is formed
through the eyeline in an image, from the direction of the actor to the reactor’s glance.
Though we cannot see the actor (HobbyDad) in most of these scenes, the children are
looking to him behind the camera as well as to the “goal,” or the object (toy product)
placed between themselves and their father. Like the traditional advertisements Kress and
Van Leeuwen refer to, where the man tends to play the “executive” role and the woman
is the reactor, HobbyDad is the main actor and his children are the reactors, offering their
perspective of the goal. As Kree and Leeuwen point out, this visual of the reactors can
create a powerful sense of identification for the viewer with the represented
participants. 192 The Hobby children are used here to foster that identification through
their reactions, which encourages desirability of products among child viewers who enjoy
seeing others like themselves in commercials. This reactional structure is evident in most
191
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of the coded videos analyzed that feature toys, including GIANT SCOOBY DOO Egg with
Surprise Imaginext Toys by HobbyKidsTV. Here we see HobbyDad in an executive role
introducing a toy product and describing it while using the camera to highlight features
on the box: “Look at this awesome Scooby Doo playset, it’s Captain Scooby and the
Pirate Fort Mega Set. It comes with seven figures and a pirate man? So awesome!” When
HobbyDad says “So awesome!” it prompts HobbyFrog and HobbyPig, who were looking
elsewhere at the time, to visually react to the product with excitement. This contrived
activity does not constitute play, but rather performance.

Figure 9: Giant Scooby Doo Egg

In Giant HOME DEPOT Egg Full of Surprise Toys! HobbyKids Shoot Ball
Launchers, a 15-minute video featuring ten Home Depot and Angry Birds toys, the boys
i

pull Home Depot toys from a giant Home Depot surprise egg. HobbyMema, the boys’
grandmother, is filming. In one scene, the HobbyKids are directed by their grandfather to
complete specific tasks with their toy tools.
HobbyPapa: “HobbyPig, I need you to cut some wood for me, ok.”
HobbyPig: “Ok.”
HobbyPapa: “Right here, get your saw, right here. Cut it right along that
line. That’s good.”
HobbyPapa (to HobbyFrog): “Cut us a piece of wood because we need that
for the Angry Birds playset. Show us how that saw works. Good job, that
was great. Very good, thank you. Now we’re gonna drill some holes. K,
drill some holes.”
HobbyMema: “Having fun?”
HobbyPig: “Yeah.”
HobbyBear: “Yeah.”
HobbyMema: “Having fun, HobbyFrog?”
HobbyFrog: “Yeah.”
HobbyPapa: “Now we have to put our drills away. K, good, good.”

Throughout the dialogue in this scene, HobbyPapa directs the HobbyKids on what to do
next, each action illustrating how the toys can be used to mimic an adult doing their
work. HobbyMema elicits positive reinforcement from the boys to show the audience that
they enjoy playing with the toys featured in the video. Throughout the video HobbyPapa
repeatedly mentions that the toys are safe for children. In this branded activity, positive
reactions from the children show that they are having fun, but the structure of the
dialogue indicates there are power relations at play. The promotional strategies used to
enhance the appeal of a product limit the ability of the children to engage in creative,
imaginative play outside the boundaries of their grandparents’ direction.
Similar unscripted play is guided by the promotional needs of the channel in
Giant ICE CAVE Dream Adventure with HobbyKids. In a scene from this coded video,
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each Hobby child is asked to demonstrate how the featured toy Cars movie built-in
launcher works so that the camera captures each launch from a different angle, similar to
a commercial where products are on display.
HobbyPig (looking at a Cars toy that appears to have fallen from the sky):
"What is it?"
HobbyFrog: "I see Jackson."
HobbyMema: "How about if we go check it out, guys! It's the Lightning
McQueen built-in launcher! Holds two of the cars, it's even got a desert
scene we can put together. You press the cars in, in the back until it clicks,
then you close the lid. And you're gonna launch it."
(HobbyPig launches the cars.)
HobbyMema: "Come back here, Lightning McQueen! He fell off the cliff.
Launch the blue one,
HobbyBear."
HobbyBear: "K."
HobbyMema: "Oh, and he turned upside down, oh no! Cars are in position
and ready to launch.
HobbyFrog?"
HobbyFrog: "Yes." (launches cars.)
HobbyMema: "Oh, there you go again off the cliff. But he landed on his tire
feet. Launch those cars, HobbyPig. Woohoo! He just loves to go off the cliff
and on his back."
HobbyPig: "I'm getting tired of landing on my butt."
HobbyMema: "Just load up your cars and your scenery, and pick it up, and
it has a handle and you’re ready to go."

In these scenes, the boys’ participation is again confined to the needs of promotionalism
– their activity resembles that of models who help display and embellish the products on
display. This video ends with HobbyMema highlighting a prominent feature of the
product, typical to advertisements, suggesting that this scene is more about
promotionalism than kids playing.
It is worth noting that during coding, I did find that the two eldest boys were
afforded a more supporting role in a few of the channel’s most recent videos in the
i

sample. The difference is visible in HobbyFrog in the comparison of screenshots below.
The 2015 screenshot of HobbyDad and HobbyFrog interacting illustrates the restrictive
role played by HobbyFrog. Here HobbyDad maintains the salience of the toy by using his
arm to keep HobbyFrog in the background. In this sense, HobbyFrog serves as a
symbolic attribute, “sitting or standing there for no reason other than to display
themselves to the viewer,” 193 rather than getting an opportunity to play with the product.
Figure 10: HobbyDad in Giant Toothpaste Surprise

This is in contrast to the 2019 screenshot below, in which HobbyFrog is a salient figure
in the shot as he is placed front and centre in the frame to demonstrate the Super Mario
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lego kit. However, though he appears to have a leading role in the video, his activity and
dialogue continue to be limited by the promotional needs of the channel.

Figure 11: Lego Super Mario Kits

HobbyDad introduces this video as “play” time as opposed to a review that would see
HobbyFrog freely assess the toy: “Welcome to HobbyKids TV and we are going to play
Super Mario lego! That’s right, we’re going to play with these two awesome kits!
i

HobbyFrog, let’s go!” HobbyFrog does assert his opinion in the introduction: “I think this
set is amazing because it’s one of a kind,” but this could be interpreted as positive
reinforcement for the product. Additionally, his role is limited to demonstrating the
product’s features and functions. Though the sets can be assembled in different ways, the
nature of the play is prescribed, with the toy’s function mimicking the exact moves in the
Super Mario video game.
HobbyDad: "Let's see how Mario interacts with the mystery block.”
(HobbyFrog demonstrates.)
HobbyDad: “That's pretty cool."
(Camera cuts to show the expansion set.)
HobbyFrog: "This is the Mario lego expansion set. They have many others
but this is the only one that we could find. It has three different passes to
the castle and you have to choose which one to go to. At the end you have
to hit the Pow box if you want to get into the castle. Let's try all three
passes and see which one is the best one to go through. Let's combine the
starting course with the expansion set. Let's a go. Let's use the power
pack and see if that helps. Let's see what this thing has for us. Oooh, it
comes with a few lava platforms, and it also comes with a hat and the
pants.”
HobbyDad: "Fire pants."
HobbyFrog: (laughs) "Yeah. Kinda looks like wedding pants, if you think
about it."
HobbyDad: "Yeah I get fire pants if I eat too many burritos."
HobbyFrog: "I gotta say I get fire pants when I uh, have dairy. How you put
the suit on is really simple. You take off Mario's pants and he'll say
'Mamma Mia' cause uh, I don't know if you would like having someone else
taking your pants off, but then you put on his fire pants. And then he'll
have his nice, original voice. Not voice, but you know what I mean. And
then, you can actually make him use his fire powers. And you can knock
your enemy down and it'll take one hit.”

In this scene we see HobbyFrog taking more of a lead in the channel’s promotional
activity, including the intentional dialogue he uses to position himself in close affinity
with the viewer. His use of the words “let’s” and “us” invites the audience in and
indicates that he and the viewer are playing together. Despite this role, however,
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HobbyDad continues to provide direction and take the lead. At the start of this scene, he
prompts HobbyFrog to do a specific task and later limits his contribution to the casual
dialogue about Mario’s pants. Instead of building on HobbyFrog’s contribution,
HobbyDad carries on with his own joke in an attempt to add humour to appeal to the
young audience; HobbyFrog follows along. Additionally, though HobbyFrog appears to
take on the role of digital reviewer at the start of the video, his branded activity and
opinion are confined by the toy and its maker. The majority of his time spent on screen in
this scene involves narrating his moves as he carries Mario through the different sections
of the course, demonstrating the toy’s different features and how they interact with each
other. This is more in line with traditional toy commercials Kline has studied where kids
are manipulating plastic characters in accord with the stereotypical patterns of narrative
associated with a character in an effort to maximize the product’s appeal to the audience.
In addition to being confined to demonstrating toy products and features, in
almost all coded videos involving role play, the children primarily embody and parrot
dialogue and actions that are characteristic of the character from the television show or
movie being promoted. In Giant Toothpaste Surprise with Power Rangers and
Spongebob by HobbyKidsTV, for example, the description of the video alludes to these
roles: “Power Ranger Toys shoot at germs and gingivitis played by HobbyDad!
HobbyPig + HobbyFrog played as Power Rangers along with HobbyMom and
HobbyBear.” Unlike children who play dress up, the Hobby children are only dressed up
as the characters associated with the product being promoted in the video. In We
BABYSIT JACK JACK! Laser Eyes with Incredibles 2-- PART 1 by HobbyKidsTV, a
video produced at around the same time that the Incredibles 2 movie came out in theatres,
i

the Hobby children assume the roles and traits of the Incredibles movie characters, and
play out scenes that resemble television scripts. 194 In this skit, the Hobby family must
babysit Jack Jack, similar to the plot of the Incredibles movie, and they embody the
Incredibles’ superhero abilities.
HobbyFrog: “Hobby power!” (appears in an Incredibles costume)
HobbyMom: “It’s like your Dash!”
HobbyFrog: “Yeah.”
HobbyBear: “Hobby power! I have fighting power.” (appears in an
Incredibles costume)
HobbyMom: You do, you have a power - you can disappear?”
HobbyBear (snaps his fingers and disappears from the shot): “See?”
HobbyMom: “Hey, I can’t even see you! Where are you HobbyBear.”
HobbyBear: “Right here (laughs).”
HobbyMom: “Ah, right there!”
HobbyPig: “I have Jack Jack’s power, watch.” (Appears to turn into flames
and disappear.)
HobbyMom: “I’m HobbyMom and now it’s my turn to turn into Elastigirl! I’m
ready for Jack Jack.”

In this scene HobbyBear suggests he has his own fighting power but HobbyMom
redirects him to the scripted superhero ability of the Incredibles movie character, Dash.
Similar restricted role playing is evident in the dialogue of a scene from Giant
ICE CAVE Dream Adventure. In this video, the Hobby children are led by their
grandmother on a scavenger hunt to uncover toy products from the new Cars movie and
defeat the evil Dr. Freeze. They are encouraged to mimic the film’s characters when they
receive Jackson Storm, Lightning McQueen, and Cruz Ramirez remote controlled cars.
HobbyPapa: "Hey guys, I got you a surprise. Let's see what we got. Ok.
Who wants to be a tough guy."
HobbyMema: "Jackson Storm - HobbyFrog."
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HobbyPapa: "Oh wow, look at this little one here. I wonder who that guy
is."
HobbyMema: "We've got Cruz Ramirez."
HobbyPapa: "And, who's this one."
HobbyPig: "Lightning McGuy."
HobbyPapa: "Lightning McQueen. Awesome, alright. These are remote
control."
HobbyFrog: "I'm Jackson Storm and I'm going to defeat Lightning
McQueen. And I'm gonna get all the lightning out of him."
HobbyPig: "I'm Lightning McQueen and I'm going to beat Jackson Storm.
Come on, Cruz, help me."
HobbyBear: "Ok, let's race."

In this scene, we see HobbyFrog imitating the “tough” Jackson Storm, McQueen’s
nemesis, and HobbyPig becomes Lightning McQueen, who in the Cars movie is trained
by his friend Cruz.
Another example of movie character role playing is found in GIANT SCOOBY
DOO Egg with Surprise Imaginext Toys by HobbyKidsTV. In this video, the Hobby
family helps solve the mystery of the stolen baby diamond spiders. HobbyDad plays
Shaggy, HobbyMom is Daffney, HobbyFrog plays Fred, and HobbyPig and HobbyBear
play Scooby Doo. In multiple scenes, HobbyPig jumps into HobbyDad’s arms,
mimicking the signature move of the frightened pair in the Scooby Doo franchise.
Figure 12: GIANT SCOOBY DOO Egg
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Later in the video, HobbyPig mimics Scooby Doo’s scarediness, refusing to confront the
giant spider.
HobbyPig: "I'm too scared. I'm going to hide in here."
HobbyFrog (dressed in Fred costume): "Come on, let's go, Scooby Doo.
We have to find the next clue."
HobbyPig: "Drag me all the way over there."
(HobbyFrog starts pulling HobbyPig by the legs.)
HobbyFrog: "He's a big dog."

In another scene, HobbyPig uses Scooby’s signature "Ruh oh" and opens his mouth for
HobbyMom to pretend to give him a scooby snack for being good. The family is also
filmed running away from the villain, moving from side to side on the screen and
eventually running into each other, mimicking another common scene from the Scooby
Doo franchise.
In addition to embodying and mimicking characters, the HobbyKids’ activity in
almost all of the coded videos is confined to the gendered stereotypes Kline observed in
i

his study of children’s television commercials. Examining the genre for each of the
videos found that four of the five HobbyKidsTV skits that involve role play focus on
battling, with the boys playing at being specific superhero personalities such as the
Avengers characters, Power Rangers, Jack Jack, and Dash from the Incredibles, rather
than taking up social roles, which are more often associated with girls’ play. Much like
Kline’s example of a Transformers commercial in which a boy gradually transfers his
whole self into that of a robot warrior, 195 HobbyPig embodies the HobbyKarate plush toy
in HobbyKarate turns into a plushy! Action Packed Battle Adventure by HobbyKids. This
prescribed play limits the boys’ free play and free expression as their activity adheres to
the needs of marketers and merchandisers.
The coded data from this section of the analysis suggests the Hobby children’s
roles in the family influencer’s videos is dictated by the promotional and profitable needs
of the channel. Led by their director/host parents and grandparents, their activity cannot
be classified as play but as immaterial labour, as it is centered on the promotion of a
product or franchise; thereby converting play into monetary value. 196
The Hobby parents, much like the family influencers in Abidin’s study, conceal
their children’s labour by suggesting they have a role in editorial content: “One of the
kids will have ideas for videos, so we’ll kind of work around it.” 197 This resembles
Hearn’s characterization of the organizations that operate Reality TV programs, which
involve participants in small-scale decision-making as part of a strategy to strengthen the
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affective bonds between themselves and their workers. Even with this decision-making
though, the Hobby children’s creativity is limited by the confines of promotionalism and
consumerism, in which product integration and other advertising strategies to enhance the
appeal of the brands and toy products and to encourage consumption are paramount and
take priority over the children’s freedom and needs. This is confirmed by the times in the
coded videos that the Hobby children’s willingness to participate in the prescribed and
promotional activity is questionable. In the screenshot below from the We BABYSIT
JACK JACK! video, HobbyFrog’s body language and expression suggest he is detached
from the activity as his brother shoots the torpedo several times during a toy
demonstration with HobbyDad. Though HobbyFrog is looking in the direction of the
product on display, his facial expression and head leaning into his hands indicates
boredom or displeasure with the activity.
Figure 13: HobbyFrog in We Babysit Jack Jack
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Another example is during GUMMY vs REAL, when the boys were presented with
a live tarantula. The HobbyKids keep trying to get away from it and in the screenshot
below HobbyMom appears to try to comfort HobbyBear and HobbyFrog, but HobbyFrog
is leaning away from her. After a few minutes, HoppyFrog asks, “Ok. Can we move on?”

Figure 14: Tarantula in GUMMY VS REAL COMPETITION
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Furthermore, the dialogue in a scene from Hunting Insects Outdoors
HobbyScience Lab Learning Kit by HobbyKids suggests HobbyPig lacks interest in
another promotional and prescribed activity. This scene follows one in which HobbyPig
and HobbyFrog had already completed a toy scorpion kit. Still outside, the HobbyKids’
grandmother HobbyMema brings out a Discovery 4D scorpion puzzle and exclaims:
“Since you love scorpions so much, we get to put it together!” HobbyFrog and HobbyPig
open the box before HobbyPig appears to lose interest.
HobbyPig (holding up a piece of the puzzle): “This reminds me of crab. It
makes me want to eat crab right now. I’m gonna go (inaudible). Bye.”
(HobbyPig leaves the shot; scene cuts to HobbyPig returning, holding a
piece of the scorpion in the air and laying against a lawn chair.)
HobbyFrog: "It's like we're scientists and we're making a real live
scorpion."

Figure 15: Hunting Insects Outdoors!
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HobbyMema: "It is, cause it's gonna look really real when we're done."
HobbyPig: "This scorpion is awesome. So awesome I just want to tear it
apart." (Cuts to scene with just HobbyFrog piecing the puzzle together,
then cuts to another scene played in fast forward with HobbyPig putting
pieces together.)
HobbyMema: "Yay, we've got one side done."
HobbyPig: "It took me five days. And there’s another side.”

In this scene, HobbyPig’s body language and the dialogue, as well as his leaving the
scene twice, indicate a lack of engagement in the activity he was tasked with.
As evidenced in this section, the Hobby children are engaged in prescribed
immaterial labour and their activity is confined to the requirements of capitalist interests
– the goal being to engage the audience and drive up the value of the channel to attract
more advertisers, similar to traditional television programming. However, despite the
similarities between the labour of the Hobby children and traditional actors, their labour
i

is not formally recognized as such. Still, their disengagement evidenced in some scenes
suggests tensions as a result of being under the purview of their director parents who are
financially invested in and who benefit from the Hobby children’s productivity.
This restricted reality for the Hobby children also has implications for the young
audience, many of whom say they relate to the Hobby children. Much like Kline’s
marketers finding that peer influence was a major factor in establishing desirability, the
restrictive and gendered notion of play with toy products encourages the same among
young HobbyKidsTV consumers.

Self-branding imperative: Children as entrepreneurs
In addition to the Hobby children labouring for the promotion of products, patterns
emerged in many of the coded videos showing that the Hobby children labour to promote
their personal brands and personas. Similar to Hearn’s analysis of Reality TV, the
HobbyKidsTV brand enacts processes of commodification and promotion by marketing
both goods and people. 198
In many of the coded videos, the Hobby children present character traits limited to
those associated with their individual brand and that they share with the cartoon versions
of themselves. Not only is HobbyKidsTV a trademarked name, but each of the boys’
individual identities is branded: HobbyPig, HobbyFrog, and HobbyBear. Each bears the
name of their trademarked YouTube channel, and also bears the image of the animal
characters featured in their cartoon series, HobbyKids Adventures. As examples of
intertextuality, the images of their cartoon counterparts appear regularly on screen next to
198
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the heads of each of the boys to reinforce their personas and promote the cartoon versions
of themselves, as seen in the screenshot below.
Figure 16: BUY EVERYTHING on Map

In another example, the HobbyFrog cartoon character, taken from a scene in the
series, is shown in complete likeness to the real-life HobbyFrog. The screenshot below
shows the cartoon HobbyFrog and real HobbyFrog positioned next to each other in the
frame, eating the same ice cream.

Figure 17: You Draw It, I’ll BUY It
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This intertextuality is used by HobbyKidsTV to build interest in and promote the cartoon
series, and in this example we can observe elements of Kline’s account of character
marketing; HobbyFrog becomes a relatable character on TV, and as Kline puts it,
“‘personality promotes loyalty to a product line. 199 Aligning the personalities of the
cartoon characters and real-life actors holds value for HobbyKidsTV as it uses
HobbyFrog’s persona to build the cartoon’s popularity and works to increase sales of the
plushy HobbyFrog toy.
In several coded videos, the Hobby children also present typical and relatable
traits associated with the animals they are branded as, reinforcing a consistent brand for
each child that is used to promote HobbyKids Adventures. In the HobbyKidsTV video
Map PUNISHMENT or REWARD Challenge, in which each family member throws a dart
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at a map and gets whatever it lands on, a section of the map dictates “no hopping” and
HobbyFrog’s dart lands on it. HobbyMom is the first to react: “No hopping? But he’s a
frog, that’s what he does? Ah, man, How are you not going to jump for 24 hours.” Later
on in the video, the family sneaks up on HobbyFrog and catches him jumping.
HobbyMom exclaims: “We caught you! No jumping allowed, Mr. Frog!” to which
HobbyFrog replies: “I can’t survive a day without jumping!” This persona is also
relatable and marketable to children who like to jump, with comments from viewers
including “Devastated frog” and “im like hobbyfrog i jump so much i cant stop for one
day.”
Similarly, HobbyPig is associated with pig-like characteristics. In a paid
advertisement for Republic Wireless walkie talkies, he directs the device to translate “I
love bacon.” In HobbyKarate turns into a plushy, HobbyPig is portrayed as a “pig” as he
pretends to devour the hamburgers and french fries that get thrown his way by the
villainous Fast Food Frog. The setting for this video is HobbyPig’s bedroom, which
features a comforter with pigs on it, a large print of a pig in a frame on his desk, a large
pig statue on the dresser, and another large painting of a pig on the wall next to the
dresser. These visual elements reinforce his personal brand and in turn, the
HobbyKidsTV brand. The setting in NIGHT TIME ROUTINE similarly reinforces the
branding for each child, with a bear statue displayed on the counter in HobbyBear’s
bathroom when he brushes his teeth, a frog statue on HobbyFrog’s desk, another on his
nightstand, a frog comforter and pillows on his bed, and a giant frog painting on the wall
next to his bed. These signifiers reinforce the children’s brands with their consumer
audience.

i

The impacts of this branding on the HobbyKidsTV audience resembles Hearn’s
theory of branding, in which the logo becomes the sign of a type of social identity that
summons consumers into a relationship with it. 200 As Hearn writes, “The material brand
is the ultimate image-commodity… pursued and paid for by consumers who wish to
become a part of its fabricated world of purloined cultural meanings.” 201 Comments
posted to their YouTube videos exemplify the desire to be like HobbyFrog, HobbyPig,
and HobbyBear, and include: “Hobby family can I join the hobby family and can my
name be Hobby Pomeranian” and, “Hey HobbyFamily can I be join the HobbyFamily my
name can be Hobby unicorn please.”
Self-branding practices among the Hobby children were found in three quarters of
the coded videos (and in all of the most recent ones), whereby the children present
limited personas that resemble typical character archetypes and that are also featured in
their cartoon series. HobbyPig is the goofy or funny brother, HobbyFrog is the smart one,
or the inventor, and HobbyBear is the cute, lovable brother. This labour is most
pronounced in HobbyPig, who presents a funny or goofy persona in almost every scene
in each of the coded videos; he is continually engaging with the viewer in the foreground
or background of the shot; looking for approval from the audience as he helps to grow the
HobbyKidsTV brand. The value of the brand is judged by the views, likes, and comments
they receive on YouTube – similar to Hearn’s self-branding in Reality TV where what
matters most is gaining attention, emotional allegiance, and market share. HobbyPig’s
brand alone garners much attention and support from the channel’s consumers, many of
whom comment on his goofy, silly persona: “hobbypig is the fuunyest” and “Hobby has
200
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never Lost his weirdness (laughing crying emoji and heart emoji).” Similar to Hearn’s
study of Reality TV participants, HobbyPig’s personal brand is built on his true character
and strengths, but his performances focus on singular attributes, or “braggables” that are
highly valued and that might help him and HobbyKidsTV achieve “top of mind” status in
their target audience. 202 His self-branding is most prominent of the three children, and is
evident in almost all of the 25 coded videos, ranging from a funny or exaggerated
expression to an offhand joke during promotional elements. This illustrates how “the
‘persona produced for public consumption’ reflects a ‘self” which continually produces
itself for competitive circulation’ and positions itself as a site for the extraction of
value.” 203 In NIGHT TIME ROUTINE: Bro VS Bro VS Bro with HobbyKids New
Blanket!, in which HobbyKidsTV promotes their blanket and plush toy merchandise,
HobbyPig’s goofy persona is prominent within the plot. The brothers are racing to get
into bed before their parents come upstairs and HobbyPig is the last of his brothers to
settle in. After HobbyFrog and HobbyBear calmly get into bed and the camera shows
they are fast asleep, the scene switches to HobbyPig on his bed, addressing the viewer
directly as he performs silly dances and other exaggerated moves, falling off at one point.
HobbyKidsTV saw the value in this performance and capitalized on HobbyPig’s persona
or “exaggerated self,” as after this video garnered 6.5 million views, this scene was later
re-posted to YouTube as a separate video on its own, gaining another 2.5 million views.
The World’s BIGGEST Stay-At-Home Egg! What Things Do We Get? Vlog by
HobbyFamily video is perhaps the best HobbyKidsTV example of the value of the
commodity self, or “commodity-image” entrepreneur, as Hearn frames it. In this video,
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which features products that are useful during the COVID-19 pandemic, HobbyPig’s
persona is highlighted in a scene where he pulls spaghetti out of a giant surprise egg and
then addresses the audience by looking directly into the camera: “Yes! Spaghetti! Every
time HobbyDad goes to the store, they’re always out of spaghetti. I need spaghetti to
LIVE.” A close-up of his face shows HobbyPig pretending to bite the box and then cuts
to a scene with him stuffing large spoonfuls of spaghetti into his mouth while continuing
to address the audience.
Figure 18: World’s Biggest Stay-At-Home Egg

His performance pleases HobbyKidsTV fans, with comments such as: “Favorite is
spaghetti” and “Hobby pig you are so funny.” This example bears resemblance to
Hearn’s Reality TV participants who say that because it’s for TV, they push themselves
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to do things they normally would not do and “the act of observation influences the result
[…] (the participants) become the persona the show creates for them.” 204
HobbyPig’s enactment of this persona also serves to downplay the
commodification of the HobbyKidsTV channel in several coded videos, including BUY
EVERYTHING on MAP Dart Lands On! GAME TRIXSTER Shopping Challenge With
HobbyFamilyTV. In this shopping challenge video, HobbyPig’s dart lands on the Apple
store and as the family is standing outside the store with the sign featured in the shot,
HobbyPig walks the opposite way. When HobbyMom asks where he is going, he replies:
“Oh wait, I’m getting mixed up. I thought it was that way, but now it’s that way. But they
moved it there, and moved it here, and down there, and now it’s here.” Another example
is found in the We BABYSIT JACK JACK! Laser Eyes with Incredibles 2-- PART 1 by
HobbyKidsTV video, where HobbyPig interjects as HobbyDad introduces the toys:
“Alright we have each one of the Incredibles gang! We have Jack Jack, Dash, Violet,
Mister Incredible, and Elasti-girl!” to which HobbyPig replies, “And that person across
the street!” Though his comment goes unacknowledged by HobbyDad, HobbyPig not
only aims to entertain the audience; much like Abidin’s calibrated amateurism, these
goofy acts interrupt the anchor content and take away from the commercialization of the
videos.
As evidenced through the codes of dialogue and character construction, the selfbranding imperative requires HobbyPig to present certain attributes that appeal to the
consumer, and this helps to naturalize and promote both the HobbyKidsTV brand as well
as the products featured in their videos. To retain and build the brand, HobbyPig is
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required to continuously present and refine these attributes for the benefit of the brand.
The same is evident, to a lesser degree, among the younger Hobby children, with
HobbyFrog deemed the smart one, or the inventor. In the bedtime routine video,
HobbyFrog activates a teeth cleaning program, puts it on turbo speed, and then says he
has to “adjust a few bolts in that glitch.” In a video promoting the Nintendo Switch Lite,
he activates “super sneaky thing mode” that enables him to roll quietly along the floor
without being detected, and in another video where the HobbyKidsTV toys are stolen and
they need to get them back, HobbyFrog has the solution: “With these 3D glasses I've
been working on we can turn 2D objects into 3D objects. You just have to focus on the
drawing and imagine it in space. And if it works right, anything you draw will appear.”
The personas the Hobby children present are emphasized by the children
themselves in the Trust FALL! Who Will Catch Him? And Who Won’t… video, in which
each family member shares a character trait or attribute they believe they have. If the
family agrees, they catch the person as they fall. All three boys make statements related
to their on-screen personas. HobbyDad starts with, “I think I’m the funniest one in the
family. (no one catches him) Come on, I’m funny.” HobbyPig then looks directly at the
camera and says, “Everyone knows that I’m the funniest one!” Similarly, HobbyFrog’s
claims are focused on the attributes he most frequently presents: “I’m the smartest one in
the family” and “I come up with the most original ideas.” On HobbyBear’s turn he asks,
“Am I the cutest one in the family?” Here it is difficult to discern whether we are seeing
the impacts of self-branding on the three Hobby children’s subjectivities, or yet another
promotional reinforcement of their personas.

i

As evidenced by the findings in this section, the family influencer business, like
Reality TV, necessitates a notion of the self as a strategic image-invention devised for
profit. “Work performed by the shows’ participants involves the self-conscious
development and management of public persona based on templates of the ‘self’.” 205
These templates are encouraged by YouTube. In its field guide of “important tactics and
strategies” 206 to consider when creating content for kids and families, the platform
recommends: “Give a Giggle... giggles are naturally contagious. So, if it makes sense for
your show, consider side-splitting jokes, silly sketches, wacky voices, and kooky
catchphrases that families will be eager to talk about.” 207 This guide suggests
HobbyKidsTV is more akin to Hearn’s view of self-branding as a corporate imperative
than Khamis’ suggestion that it happens organically; these performances by the Hobby
boys and HobbyPig in particular matches what is encouraged by the platform and
required by the channel. 208 The channel’s success is tied to view counts and view counts
are tied to the personal connection the family, including the children, have with
subscribers. 209 Therefore, even though the Hobby boys’ personas may be generated out of
their unique personalities, their creative and communicative improvisation takes place in
a controlled context 210 and is often limited to the performance of singular attributes
required by their on-screen brand.
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In her study on toy unboxing, Pedersen rightly warned against reducing child
influencers to pure advertisement and argued that their performance is meant to influence
others in knowing them as an identity. The findings around self-branding in
HobbyKidsTV concur with Pedersen in the sense that the boys’ individual attributes may
be reflected in their performance. However, their identity on screen is frequently limited
to presenting single attributes or qualities that have monetary value and therefore the
shaping of this identity becomes work rather than the free expression of the childrens’
self. In Pedersen’s study, it is assumed that what happens on screen is a reflection of the
internal subjectivity of the individual. However, in the case of HobbyKidsTV, we see an
externally formed subjectivity restricted to an association with a narrowly branded
persona that aids in promoting the HobbyKidsTV channel. In this sense, the Hobby
children have more in common with Hearn’s account of “entrepreneurial labour” than
Craig and Cunningham’s “entrepreneurial agency.” Through the practice of selfbranding, HobbyPig becomes an “entrepreneur of the self,” but without the agency Stuart
and Cunningham afford child and family influencers. As Hearn notes in her research
about Reality TV actors, their labour “is not as free or unfettered as we might be led to
believe.” 211 She says it can be argued that they are disciplined by the presence of the
camera and the interests of the television producers and networks. Much like Hearn’s
Reality TV participants, the Hobby children learn to “perform to a format.” 212
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Children as consumers: Modes of address
With the promotion of goods and people prominent in HobbyKidsTV, the young viewers
are in turn addressed as consumer subjects. In each of the coded videos, the structure, as
well as visual and verbal modes of address, are employed to create desire to buy and
consume the HobbyKidsTV brand, as well as other brands and products. The structure of
all HobbyKidsTV videos coded were similar to that of traditional advertisements, with
three stages: logo, narrative, and product promotion. After a short teaser clip of what’s to
come, each video begins with a reinforcement of the trademarked brand and a short
jingle: the HobbyKidsTV name and logo appear on screen as recorded children’s voices
exclaim, “HobbyKids… TV!” The narrative stage features a basic plot that the promotion
of toy products is also embedded in, and the main actor, parents, request the audience to
like, subscribe, and comment in various scenes. The videos wrap up by presenting the
logo and more promotion.
My coding found that the demand gaze and dialogue are used to foster attachment
to the HobbyKidsTV brand and to sell or create desire to consume and purchase products
being promoted throughout all stages of the videos. These techniques are most common
at the start and end of their videos, including in HobbyKids Say Yes to SlobbyKids for 24
Hours. The opening clip tees up the episode to entice the audience to watch and promotes
the HobbyKidsTV brand and merchandise. First, HobbyDad and HobbyMom address the
audience directly but separately. HobbyDad sits cross-legged on the floor of the living
room behind a coffee table on which several HobbyKidsTV toy products are displayed
prominently in the foreground. He makes a direct appeal to the audience: “This video
features toys the HobbyKids helped create.”
i

Figure 19: HobbyKids Say Yes to SlobbyKids I

Next, a close camera shot of a computer screen is shown with a HobbyMom voice-over,
in an image act where the direct address is provided through the visual: “HobbyKids
i

Adventures toys are available at Walmart and Walmart dot com slash HobbyKids
Adventures.” HobbyMom then appears on camera in the same spot HobbyDad was
sitting. She looks directly at the audience while exclaiming: “We hope you love playing
with them!” and opening her arms wide. HobbyMom’s dialogue moves beyond an offer;
it assumes the viewer will purchase the merchandise. In most of the coded videos, a
verbal demand is used to promote the HobbyKidsTV brand: “You don’t want to miss it,
so make sure you type in H-o-b-b-y in the search to find HobbyKidsTV or just subscribe
and ring that little bell so you know when the next episode is coming out,” as well as
“Click on the t-shirt to get hobbykids shirts, hats, gifts, backpacks and more! Or click on
one of these videos to keep the hobbyfun going. See you on the next show. Toodle loo!”
Here, colloquialism is used with the informal slang “Toodle loo” in place of goodbye.
This illustrates attempts to be relatable as well as appear conversational in order to
connect with the viewers and build loyalty to the HobbyKidsTV brand. Similar appeals
are made through the demand gaze in HobbyKarate, when HobbyMom asks the audience
to buy their HobbyKarate plush toy: “Look, it even has a removable accessory, and you
can buy moustaches that are sold separately! It’s so fun, the whole family will love it.
Make sure to go to makeship dot com and look up HobbyKids. There’s only a limited
number so please, help us with this campaign, and get yours today.” Here, HobbyMom
uses phrases like “make sure” and “there’s only” to command the consumer and tap into
their fear of missing out.
Demand gaze is prominent not only in the promotion stages of the coded videos,
but is also used during the narrative stages. It is most salient in HobbyKids Say YES to
SlobbyKids for 24 Hours! Twins STOLE our TOYS, in which the Hobby children only
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directly address the audience directly when they are holding a HobbyKidsTV toy product
featured in the video. SlobbyFrog uses the demand gaze after the evil SlobbyBear
demands that each member of the HobbyKidsTV family start dancing. HobbyMom asks,
“Seriously? You want us to dance?” The camera then switches to a close shot of
SlobbyFrog holding the toy in front of him, looking into the camera and at the
HobbyKidsTV family past it, asking, “You want these toys, riiiight?”

Figure 20: HobbyKids Say Yes to SlobbyKids II

In this scene, HobbyFrog’s comments appear directed at the audience as he uses the word
“these” toys instead of “your” toy. SlobbyPig is also seen in the background looking
i

directly at the audience as he holds up another toy product. Demand gaze is later used
during a conflict between the SlobbyKids and the HobbyKids to add value to their
YouTube channel by suggesting the channel is something they won’t give up:
SlobbyPig: “There’s only one way we’ll give you these toys back.”
SlobbyFrog: “Yeah! Wait… what is it?”
SlobbyPig: “Give us your YouTube channel!”
HobbyPig: “Noooo!” (Throws his hands up in the air and looks to the sky,
then turns and points to the camera.) “Never, ever, EVER!”

Though the Hobby children in these scenes are acting out the plot, they strategically turn
to the audience and speak to them directly when promoting the HobbyKidsTV brand or
products. The plots and scenes here also bear resemblance to Deery’s study of Reality
TV, in which participants on the show are deprived of luxuries and goods offered as
prizes or rewards; the products don’t just appear, they are actively promoted, and when
defined as a prize, they take on added value.
Another pattern that emerged in the coding of the videos was how distance,
perspective, and dialogue are used in combination to enhance the salience or focus on
products featured in videos, thereby prioritizing products over people. These techniques
are used in all coded videos that feature products, including those labelled as paid
advertisements (2) and those that are not (21). As Kress and van Leeuwen explain about
close distance to the camera: “the object is shown as if the viewer is engaged with it as if
he or she is using the machine, reading the book or the map, preparing or eating the
food.” 213 Similarly, at middle distance, the object is shown in full, but without much
space around it and is therefore represented as within the viewer’s reach. 214 The product
appearing within reach can enhance desire. This type of picture is common in advertising:
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“the advertised product is shown in full, but from a fairly close range, and a steep angle,
as if the viewer stands just in front of the table on which it is displayed.” 215 The toy
products become symbolic attributes, made salient not only through the distance of the
camera and dialogue, but by being placed in the foreground, being well lit, or being
represented in fine detail or sharp focus. These camera techniques are particularly
prominent in Giant POWER RANGERS Surprise Egg Adventure with Dino Charge Toys.
In the plot of this video, HobbyFrog, HobbyPig, and HobbyBear engage in fantasy/role
playing common to children’s advertisements: “Join the HobbyKids on an awesome
Power Rangers Dino Charge adventure. See as they battle the monster that drops Power
Ranger toy surprises.” It is also worth noting that this video is an illustration of Kline’s
view of the throwaway mentality; throughout the plot the boys use different Power
Rangers toys to try to defeat the monster but they only work for a little while. As the
story progresses, the Hobby children need to continually introduce more toys to help the
children beat the monster. As HobbyFrog exclaims during one battle scene: “We’re
gonna need some help… let’s go get more guns!” Later, when the package of 27 Dino
Chargers drops, HoppyPig says, “It’s another surprise. With this, we can’t lose.” This
reinforces the value of the toys to the consumer and showcases the array of selection they
have available to support their pretend play. This 12-minute video features 13 Power
Rangers weapons and chargers, and at one point, the toys themselves become life-size
actors centered in the frame, battling the cranky monster, similar to Kline’s observation
that toy companies make the toys come to life in order to make them more appealing to
the consumer in advertisements.
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Figure 21: Giant POWER RANGERS I
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Throughout the video, various close- and middle-distance shots of the toys are presented
at eye level with the young audience, and close enough to the camera that the viewer
feels like they can reach out and touch it.

Figure 22: Giant POWER RANGERS II
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This perspective, common only during scenes in which products are being displayed,
gives the impression that the audience is involved in the pretend play happening in each
scene.
These visual techniques, along with verbal techniques in the form of positive
adjectives used to describe products during the dialogue, work together to enhance their
appeal to the viewer. As seen in the screenshot below, the toy is facing the screen at eye
level, and is at middle-distance from the camera.
HobbyDad: “Hey guys, wanna see something really cool?”
HobbyPig: “Yeah.” HobbyFrog: “What?” HobbyBear: “What?”
HobbyDad: “Let's bring this guy into the mix.” (adds a Power Ranger toy
whose parts can be attached to another.)
HobbyKids (in unison): “Whoa!”
HobbyDad: “Let's give him really big feet.” (attaches pieces to bottom of
the toy’s feet)
HobbyDad: “Right? Now he has giant feet. Let's try something else.”
(attaches more pieces)
HobbyFrog: “Ohhh, the arms.”
HobbyFrog: “Whoooa… ha! That is so cool!”
HobbyDad: “Let's give him this awesome blaster.”
HobbyPig smiles and nods his head; HobbyFrog: “Oh, ho ho!”
HobbyDad: “Cool drill the triceratops has.”
HobbyKids (in unison): “Ohhhhhhhhhh.”
HobbyDad: “The secret head on the back.”
HobbyFrog: “Whaaa?” (moves to try and see what HobbyDad is adding in
front of the camera) “Oh yeah.”
HobbyPig: “Awesome.”
HobbyDad: “Check that out.”
HobbyFrog: “Awesome.” (puts a head on top of the toy)
HobbyDad: “Wow.”
HobbyFrog: “That is really cool!”
HobbyDad: “What an awesome Megazord. He's got big feet, awesome
weapons, a tyrannosaurus rex face coming out of his chest, and a super
secret face.”

Figure 23: Giant POWER RANGERS III
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In this scene, HobbyDad repeatedly uses colloquialisms to describe the product,
including “wow,” “awesome,” “super,” and “really cool.” The product receives similar
positive reinforcement from the consumer’s peers in HobbyPig and HobbFrog, with their
visibly excited expressions and the use of adjectives like “really cool,” “awesome,” and
“whoa” in response to the product’s features. These adjectives resemble Tolson’s
conversational fresh talk and seemingly spontaneous interpolations to give the impression
of authenticity, while at the same time highlighting the Megazord’s most prominent
characteristics, as the camera pans to show various features of the toy while HobbyDad
describes them.
Another example is in NEW! Nintendo Switch LITE with Monster in the Basement
by HobbyKidsTV, in which the dialogue, distance, and perspective work together to
entice the viewer during a video that features a monster living in the basement, with the
i

Switch Lite in its nest. HobbyDad starts this scene by suggesting how awesome the
product is before the products are opened, and the children reinforce this view with
positive adjectives such as “wow” and “cool.”
HobbyDad: “Let”s open these up and see how awesome they are and we’re
going to compare them to the regular Nintendo Switch. I want to see what's
inside. You know it’s going to be really tough if they don't have a charger
with it. Oh wow, that's cool."
HobbyPig: "Wow, wow."
HobbyFrog: "Wow."
HobbyPig: "Oh that's cool."
HobbyDad: "Is the screen pretty big."
HobbyPig: "I think it's slightly smaller than the... than the..."
HobbyDad: "Is it really?"
HobbyPig: "I think."
HobbyDad: "So what games do you want to play on this."
HobbyPig: "Minecraft." (camera zooms in on Switch console.)

Figure 24: New Nintendo Switch Lite
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HobbyPig: "Hey guys, I think it's a regular Switch charger... or slightly
smaller." HobbyDad: "Slightly smaller? That's cool."
HobbyFrog: "These are much more easier to carry around if you were
travelling." HobbyDad: "Is it pocket size?"
HobbyPig: "Let me see. Get away phone. Yeah, it's pocket size."
HobbyDad: "It's pocket size! Oh man that is so cool!"

Here, as the children are commenting, we also see close-up shots of the console within
reach of the viewer, as though they are looking down at it and could pick it up.
The same patterns around dialogue, distance, and perspective emerged in the
coding of the two official HobbyKidsTV paid advertisements in the sample. The
description of JURASSIC WORLD DINO BATTLE ROYALE ADVENTURE with T-REX!
Volcano Escape with HobbyKidsTV! states that the video is an advertisement and advises
parents where they can buy the items. In the screenshot below, the perspective is similar
to HobbyKidsTV’s other videos, with the toy dinosaurs and other products featured in
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close up shots and the viewer placed in a slightly higher position as though they are
sitting with the Hobby children immersed in the activity, and the toys are within reach.
Figure 25: JURASSIC WORLD DINO BATTLE I

These shots are combined with dialogue that enhances the appeal, including positive
adjectives like “cool.”
HobbyDad: "Parents, if your kids like dinosaurs, the Mattel Jurassic World
action figures have a ton of different species that they battle with."
HobbyPig: "So you press this top button right here and it makes his head
turn and it makes him look like he's about to bite another dinosaur. Yum
yum."

Figure 26: JURASSIC WORLD DINO BATTLE II
i

HobbyFrog: "And when you press this other button, you can move the tail,
which is cool because it can fight dinosaurs that way."
HobbyFrog: "And you can also rotate the head too, which is a cool feature."

Here, just like the videos coded that are not labelled as advertisements, dialogue,
perspective, and close-up shots of the products being promoted are used to create
a desire to buy.
In addition to close-ups of products, close-up shots of the actors and dialogue in
many of the coded videos create the perception of intimate relations between the actors
and the audience in an attempt to build emotional attachment to HobbyKidsTV and
consumption of the brand. As Kress and Van Lueewen note about headshots or shots
featuring the head and shoulders, “close personal distance” is the distance at which “one
can hold or grasp the other person” and therefore also the distance between people who
i

have an intimate relation with each other. 216 Images allow us to imaginarily come as
close to public figures as if they were our friends and neighbours. 217 In these shots, the
demand gaze, wherein the actor is directly addressing the audience in the camera shot, is
often used to achieve, as Kress and Leeuwen note, a “sense of connection between the
viewers and the authority figures, celebrities, and role models.” 218
Intimacy is especially pronounced in the Among Us IRL Part 3 with HobbyFamily
Party Game, a video that depicts the family playing the real-life version of the video
game Among Us. Each of the Hobby family members are filming themselves up close
with their phones and a selfie stick as they run through the house, trying to evade the
imposter. The camera techniques used here give the audience the illusion that the
audience is directly involved in the excitement, and with the coded dialogue and mode of
address, a sense of secrecy between the actor and the audience is achieved. In various
scenes, the audience is made to feel like the actor is speaking directly to them and that the
audience knows more than the other actors in the video. This is similar to dramatic irony
used in traditional television shows and films to sustain and excite the viewer’s interest.
In this scene, HobbyFrog whispers into his camera as he walks up the stairs, saying, “I
think he’s the imposter. He’s not up here.”

Figure 27: Among US IRL I
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Soon after, HobbyFrog films himself running down the hall before HobbyDad eliminates
him. Only the audience sees this interaction. HobbyDad (Dingleberry) says, “I got you.
You’re gotten.” The scene later cuts to HobbyFrog lying on the floor, whispering to the
audience, who is at his eye level with the camera: “I knew it the entire time.”

Figure 28: Among US IRL II
i

In this scene, HobbyFrog uses dialogue, perspective, and the closeness of the camera shot
to create intimate moments with the audience. Their direct mode of address and his
whispering gives the perception that they are sharing secret information or thoughts with
the audience that no one else in the family is privy to. This technique builds a perceived
relationship between the actor and the audience and consequently builds attachment to
HobbyKidsTV, as evidenced by comments such as “This was soo fun to watch!!” and
“Do a part 4 please i love you all and its me hobby zebra your biggest fan.” Others
offered tips in response to HobbyFrog’s frustration: “You had to team hobby frog (frog
emoji),” giving the allusion of a conversational dialogue between HobbyFrog and his
fans after he expressed his frustration with being eliminated.
In Map PUNISHMENT or REWARD Challenge! GAME TRIXSTER by
HobbyFamilyTV, we see similar use of close-up shots and dialogue to create emotional
attachment. In this video, each member of the Hobby family has to throw a dart at a map
i

and then buy whatever the dart lands on; this could be a reward (mostly trips to certain
brand name stores) or a punishment. HobbyMom’s dart lands on “no Hobby Flappy”
(their pet dog) for 24 hours.
HobbyMom: "Oh come here, Flappy! Come here, Flappy! Come here,
Flappy! Oh come here, oh come here."
HobbyDad: "No."
HobbyMom: "Hey, give me my Flappy." (pretends to cry)

Figure 29: Map PUNISHMENT or REWARD I

HobbyMom: "This is totally not fair. I am not digging this. This is a terrible
punishment. But I just want to pet him. I can't even pet him. What?"
HobbyDad: "That's the rule."
HobbyMom: "I can't even pet my dog. I'm sad. If you feel bad for me then
you need to give this video a thumbs up and say, 'I heart HobbyMom.' I
need the love. I have no Flappy love."

Figure 30: Map PUNISHMENT or REWARD II

i

In this scene, HobbyMom visually provides the audience with her viewpoint as she
gestures with her hand to reach out to Flappy, eliciting empathy from the audience. In a
close camera shot, she makes a direct appeal to the audience using demand gaze. This
command is reinforced by the large font on the screen above her head. The visual appeal
is accompanied by dialogue – her verbal command of “you need to” give the video a
thumbs up and she “needs” the love. This constitutes a speech act in which the actor
“demand(s) goods-and-services,” 219 in which case the expected response is for the viewer
to undertake what he or she has been asked to do. In this case, over 300 fans posted “I<3
hobbymom” messages in the comments section of this video. Along with the visual and
verbal techniques used, emotional appeal common to children’s advertising was also
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invoked, as evidenced by comments such as “i feel so bad for you hobbymom,” “that’s
sad with out a dog,” and “I WHANT TO GIVE YOU A HUG.” These techniques are
employed to build attachment to and add value to the HobbyKidsTV brand. The
techniques found in these examples are similar to the long-term sales relationship
encouraged by Cook’s merchandisers in the 1930s whereby merchants were urged to be
sincere with the youngsters and to show that they like them, assuming that the trust
formed would translate into customer goodwill.
As evidenced throughout this section of the analysis, the Hobby family can be
understood as performing what Baym called relational labour in the form of offering the
audience unique and intimate moments to build consumer loyalty and to encourage
consumption of their own products and others. This relational labour can create a
manufactured sense of mutual obligation between the influencer and their audience so
that the audience feels compelled to support their Hobby friends in various ways,
including purchasing their merchandise.
Additionally, despite the HobbyKidsTV disclaimers that distinguish their paid
advertisements from videos that are not, the techniques used to encourage desire and
consumption in all videos are the same. Here, similar to Cook’s and Kline’s observations
about embedding children in market relations from birth, the video structure and
continual use of promotional techniques including demand gaze, close shots, perspective,
and positive adjectives to describe prominent features of products subtly embeds
promotionalism and commercialization within the content. The attachment to and desire
for toy products that this creates is so strong that in the rare instances when these

i

products don’t appear, viewers react: “This is not fun with out toys (red, angry emoji
face).”

Sentiment and morality: The de-commodification effect
To tone down the promotionalism and consumerism within their content, HobbyKidsTV
use morality and sentimentality in the plot, dialogue, and setting of many coded videos.
Commercial products featured in the family’s skits often have a moral association or are
associated with things that are good for children, like in the 12-minute Giant POWER
RANGERS Surprise Egg Adventure with Dino Charge Toys skit. This video features 11
different types of Power Rangers toys and has the HobbyKids battling a character dressed
up as the cranky monster who says he just wants to eat chocolate all day, only wants to
do what he wants to do, and doesn’t want to go to bed, do his homework, or listen.
Throughout the skit, all three Hobby boys are dressed up as characters from the Power
Rangers movie and use various “surprise” toy products to help them defeat the monster;
the toys are a necessary tool to help good win over evil. By fighting the cranky monster,
the HobbyKidsTV brand advocates for good behaviour and healthy eating habits. The
video also serves as a moral lesson for the audience; cranky children who eat unhealthily
and refuse to listen, lose out.
In their Giant Toothpaste Surprise with Power Rangers and SpongeBob video,
lessons about regular brushing and flossing are repeated throughout as HobbyKidsTV
mixes promotion of Power Rangers and other toy products with a tutorial and moral
lesson about good hygiene. This story is portrayed as a battle of good versus evil, with
the evil character being gingivitis and the Hobby children dressed as Power Rangers, the
heroes. During the battle, after HobbyFrog pulls a packaged Power Rangers Dino Charge
i

Megazord toy out of the giant toothpaste and holds it in front of the camera so the
audience can see it, HobbyMom says, “He would be awesome for fighting germs.”
HobbyPig later pulls a Power Rangers blaster from the giant toothpaste and HobbyMom
states: “Whoaaa, what is that monster? Power Rangers Dino Spike Battle Sword! You
can charge it up and blast those germs. HobbyFrog’s turn... and HobbyBear, they are
getting out the next blaster surprise to get rid of the gingivitis and bad breath.
HobbyBear’s going to get out the next surprise. Oooh, he got a bad breath blaster too!
Power Rangers.”
Many other moral lessons in HobbyKidsTV obscure the commercialization of the
content. In World’s BIGGEST Stay-At-Home Egg! What Things Do We Get? Vlog by
HobbyFamily, a 10-minute episode that promotes eight commercial products related to
protecting against COVID-19, messages about proper hygiene are immersed with closeup camera shots of items like 409 multi-surface cleaner and Charmin ultra-strong toilet
paper. In one scene, HobbyMom scolds HobbyDad and HobbyPig after HobbyDad pulls
an umbrella out of the giant egg and uses it to try to protect himself when HobbyPig
sneezes.
HobbyMom: “First of all, you guys are doing this all wrong. You don’t need
an umbrella. HobbyDad, you’re supposed to do the dracula cough,
remember? Cough in your elbow.” (HobbyDad coughs into his elbow and
gives a thumbs up.)
HobbyMom: “HobbyPig, you do not sneeze on people’s umbrellas.”
HobbyPig: “Whaaaat?”
HobbyMom: “You know how to sneeze.”
HobbyPig: “That’s what umbrellas are for, right?”
HobbyMom: “Show ‘em how it’s done.”
(HobbyPig coughs in elbow and a bell sounds to suggest he got it right.)
HobbyMom: “Or you could do it in your shirt.” (HobbyPig coughs in shirt.)
“HobbyPig’s turn, what’s the next thing in quarantine that we would love
to have.”
HobbyPig (pulls item out of egg): “Lysol wipes!”
HobbyMom: “That’s the best!”
i

Here, HobbyMom makes an example of her son by commanding that he show the
viewers the healthy and safe way to sneeze.
Even coded videos that show the HobbyKidsTV family openly engaging in
consumerism are toned down by the dialogue. In BUY EVERYTHING on MAP Dart
Lands On! GAME TRIXSTER Shopping Challenge With HobbyFamilyTV, the
HobbyKidsTV family is “forced” to complete a challenge if they want to get their
YouTube channel back from the evil Game Trixster, a character who interrupts their
video and appears on screen: “I’m the Game Trixster and I’ve taken over their Hobby
Family TV channel. They must complete my challenges to get their channel back. Will
they fail or succeed?” HobbyMom then introduces the video: “Welcome to
HobbyKidsTV. We’re taking the map challenge. We each have to throw a dart on one of
these regions. Whatever it lands on, that's the store or location we have to go to and buy
something from there.” With the use of the word “have” the family appears to be forced
into spending money for the sake of keeping their valued YouTube channel. When they
do purchase products, they tell the audience they only get what they need, thereby
appearing mainly frugal and fiscally conservative, with a few exceptions. After
HobbyMom’s dart lands on Ulta Beauty, she tells the audience that although there are
many things she would like to have, she will be responsible:
Here we go. I got Ulta Beauty! I can think of a million things to get there…
The only thing I’m going to get when we're in there is probably curlers.
That’s the only thing that I really need. K. Here I go! Alright guys, I'm about
to go into Ulta. Oooh, there's alot here. Since nobody’s with me, that
means I can pick out whatever I want. Look at all those perfumes. Ralph
Lauren Tender Romance, because it smells so good! I need a hairbrush.
So many to choose from. This one looks lonely. It’s like “buy me.” Ok.
Come home with me.
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As she leaves the store, she tells the audience that she spent more than she
intended to, but adds that it’s okay because it rarely happens: “I got a lot of stuff! That
was super fun. I haven’t done that in years.” This is an instance of the construction of
authenticity, giving the impression that her lifestyle is no different than the families who
watch HobbyKidsTV.
Similarly, when HobbyDad’s dart lands on Best Buy, HobbyMom is quick to
point out how much he would “want” to buy from there: “Oh no. That’s a dangerous
store for him. He loves electronics and gizmos and gadgets and whatnots,” but as
HobbyDad films himself walking through the store, HobbyMom reinforces the family’s
frugalness.
HobbyDad: "So here I am at Best Buy. Not sure what I'm gonna get. Alota
cool things here at Best Buy. Get a ‘frigerator with a TV on it. Ah?"
HobbyMom: "No."
HobbyDad: "I could get a Magnolia Home Theatre!"
HobbyMom: "No." ...
HobbyDad: "How about a 65 inch 4k TV?"
HobbyMom: "Definitely no."
HobbyDad: "I gotta get something here. I threw the dart and all."
HobbyMom: "Let's go where the smaller items are." ...
HobbyDad: "Fine. Hey, you know that we also like to play Smash Brothers
on HobbyFamily gaming. Maybe we need to get some of the old school
game cube controllers."
HobbyMom: "Yes, I say yes! I approve!"

Here, HobbyDad effectively promotes Best Buy (and the Hobby gaming channel) as he
browses and identifies various big ticket products he would “like” to purchase at the
store, while at the same time being controlled by HobbyMom’s frugality, ultimately
opting for the less expensive items she deems they “need.” This resembles Duffy’s

i

mediated performance of the self in which influencers disassociate themselves from highstatus indicators in order to relate to middle-class readers. 220
Patterns of sentimentality associated with featured toy products also emerged
from the coding, particularly HobbyMom’s nurturing qualities and love for her children.
In one video, a product being promoted reassures HobbyMom of her children’s safety
while giving the children the freedom and independence they need to grow. This video,
WHERE ARE HOBBYKIDS GOING? It’s time for a Playground CHALLENGE with
Relay!, is a paid advertisement for Republic Wireless. The video opens with HobbyMom
walking through the front door carrying new relay walkie talkies, and the HobbyKids
running up to hug her. This shows the sentiment and love between the children and their
mother and foreshadows HobbyMom’s concern for her children’s safety. HobbyDad tells
HobbyMom that the boys have been asking for some time to be able to go to the park
down the street by themselves and now that they have the walkie talkies, he proposes
they be allowed to do that. After demonstrating the features of the walkie talkies and
practicing in the house, HobbyMom finally announces the boys are ready to go to the
park on their own. Through the plot in this video advertisement, the product is associated
with nurturing a child’s growth and independence and giving ease of mind to parents who
are concerned about their child’s safety.
Another example of motherly love downplaying the commercial nature of
HobbyKidsTV content is in NIGHT TIME ROUTINE: Bro VS Bro VS Bro with
HobbyKids New Blanket! In this video, coded categories of distance and perspective are
used to achieve salience of merchandise from the HobbyKids Adventures cartoon,
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including plush toys of each character named after the three boys, cartoon blankets, and
toothbrushes. The video opens with a close shot of HobbyFrog cuddling his HobbyKids
Adventures cartoon HobbyFrog plush toy in bed and a pan across the HobbyKids
Adventures cartoon blanket on his bed. Then the same is done for HobbyBear with his
plush toy and blanket. HobbyMom walks quietly into each of their rooms, looking over
them and saying “Goodnight, HobbyFrog. I love you. Sweet dreams. Goodnight
HobbyBear, I love you. Sweet dreams.” Here the promotion of the HobbyKidsTV
merchandise is juxtaposed with a nurturing and sentimental mother tucking her children
into bed. When she peeks into HobbyPig’s room, he too appears to be fast asleep with his
HobbyPig plush toy and blanky. The HobbyKids blanket is only half-covering him;
HobbyMom pulls it over him as the camera pans across the blanket and she says, “Aw,
little guy’s tired out. He’s having dreams. There you go. That way you’ll be nice and
warm. There you go.” This illustrates HobbyMom’s nurturing and sentimental qualities
while associating their merchandise with the same qualities, thereby increasing the
appeal.
As seen in television and film, the setting can establish a mood and provide clues
to the message of a story. In all of the videos coded, the setting is used to tone down the
commercial elements of the shows. Much like the “gallery to exhibit” 221 items in Atalay’s
study, the HobbyKidsTV living room coffee table, dining room table, and backyard are
used in almost all coded videos as the backdrop to display and promote toy products. This
home-like setting reinforces the feeling that this is a family first, not a business operating
for the primary purpose of making a profit. “Family” signs are placed in the background,
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and there are photos on the wall of the family posing together. Another example of
setting used to tone down promotional is in the You Draw it, I’ll BUY it challenge with
HobbyKids Evil twins! where HobbyKids discover a magic red crayon that forces their
parents to buy them whatever they draw. The promotional premise of the show is
downplayed by the educational, creative setting in which it takes place. The children
draw the products they want their parents to purchase in the context of a classroom or
craft room, surrounded by bins of craft supplies, handmade paper bunnies hanging from a
string, and a poster of the solar system.
As found through the coding, the promotionalism and consumerism embedded in
the videos is obscured by the use of techniques involving morality, sentimentality, and
setting. This de-commodification or “naturalization” gives the impression that
HobbyKidsTV is primarily a family leisurely having fun together on camera more so than
a family working as a business to generate loyalty and sales. Paradoxically, the strategies
used to de-commodify their brand are also qualities that help to sell it. HobbyKidsTV is
predicated on and profits from being clean and wholesome: “Always go to
HobbyKidsTV, the channel you can trust. Because we’re family friendly,” appearing to
be the “safe” choice for parents. This is similar to Cook’s account of the clothing
industry in the 1930s during which commercial interests aimed to embed
commodification and consumption practices within children’s culture so that they
become normalized. By associating commodities with sentimentality and morality, the
goal is not just to create demand, but to make consumption a custom or part of the
culture.

i

Chapter 4
Conclusions and considerations for change
The methodology used for this case study has helped to de-naturalize HobbyKidsTV,
showing how the capitalist ideology and dictates common to traditional mass media are
embedded within the channel. HobbyKidsTV illustrates continuity through change –
different medium, same intent. Even though HobbyKidsTV appears to be “familyfriendly learning and fun” 222 on a platform that claims to be unlike mainstream
broadcasters and film studios, 223 the channel continually produces promotional content to
drive profit on a platform that is owned by a global corporation and funded almost
entirely by advertising. 224 Outside of filler content, the HobbyKids family primarily
promotes brand loyalty and consumption of their own channel, their own merchandise
and cartoon series, as well as other brands and their products; even much of their filler
content is promotional as the family works to build a perceived relationship with their
young consumer. Similar to Hearn’s analysis of Reality TV, it could be argued that
HobbyKidsTV functions primarily as a “clearing house for products and services.” 225
They aren’t so much a family as they are a franchise. Their corporate partner
pocket.watch even proclaims on their website: “Forging billion dollar franchises with
kids’ favorite stars!” 226 Though pocket.watch describes its creator partners as providing
entertainment, the HobbyKidsTV channel is so deeply entrenched in promotionalism that
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it becomes an exemplar of Deery’s concept of advertainment: programming designed to
sell as it entertains, using verbal and visual strategies and techniques similar to traditional
advertising to encourage its young audiences to continually desire and consume. The
Hobby children’s participation in the franchise is crucial to the success of the franchise.
As Kline reminds us, children like to watch others who are like them, and the Hobby
boys adhere to the restrictive corporate imperative to sell by engaging in immaterial
labour that includes self-branding and scripted play focused on building attachment with
the audience and growing the number of views, likes, and comments. The findings have
shown that HobbyKidsTV is a place where relations of power are exercised, enacted, and
shaped by capitalist imperatives. This critical discourse analysis has helped to denaturalize this reality, and below we explore how to change it.

Child advertaineurs: Towards fair compensation and protections
Interestingly, the child actors in HobbyKidsTV appear to have agency as consumers,
resembling the pediocularity of the subjects in Cook’s study of the clothing industry,
where children became recognized as socially legitimate commercial actors under the
ethos of consumption. In the HobbyKidsTV videos, the children are portrayed as making
their own purchasing decisions. In one scene, HobbyMom goes to the Apple store several
times before HobbyPig finally approves the headphones she bought for him. However,
much like Cook’s mothers who controlled the purse strings but had little power within the
home, the Hobby children’s freedom is limited to consumerism. With their YouTube
channel, capitalist ideology and promotionalism has crept into family life, and although
they are empowered consumer subjects on screen, the power structure of the “home” is
i

untouched. The children do not have the agency they should be afforded within the
family business.
While giving the appearance of play and leisure to their young fans, this case
study has shown that the activity of the Hobby children on camera is much more than
that. The continual promotion of videos, merchandise, toy products, and their own
personas requires relational and immaterial labour and limits the children’s agency and
self-expression. By self-branding in accordance with single attributes, being prompted for
reactions, directed through structured and standardized competitions and challenges, and
engaged in play that is confined to the demonstrations of products, their labour conforms
to the requirements of the channel, and dependency on YouTube’s “affordances” drives
the pressure to perform. Their activity resembles Gina Neff’s notion of “venture labour,”
which is idealized as free and flexible. HobbyDad promotes this work in one skit where
he pretends to be an office worker: “Is it time to go home yet, I can’t wait to go to
HobbyKidsTV.” Many HobbyKidsTV fans also want to emulate them: “I wish my
YouTube channel could be as good as yours Hobby family” and “Thank you for inspiring
me to start my own channel.” This ideal is misleading, as this so-called labour of love is
not leisurely. The Hobby children’s daily work and lack of engagement in some of the
coded videos is clear evidence of that, yet the children continue to invest their time and
skills into the franchise. Like the dot-com workers’ dream of making it big, the appeal of
celebrification may motivate these young advertaineurs in HobbyKidsTV. The labour
they invest into the family franchise may give them “a personal sense of ‘ownership,’” 227
but as children, they may not have a financial stake in their channel. Their parents
227
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resemble the dot-com startups in which they manage the firm, and their children, much
like dot-com workers, are crucial to its success. 228 Their activity and performances of self
grow the economic value of the channel and the weight of these ventures gets placed on
the children, as expressed in news headlines today asking, “Why isn’t your toddler
paying the mortgage?” 229
HobbyMom and HobbyDad depend on their children’s labour and yet because the
Hobby children are at home and perceived to be at play, they are not considered to be
employees in this industry, and as such, do not have to be paid, nor do they have the same
rights as child actors in traditional entertainment whose activities have been recognized
as work. The California Child Actor’s Bill (also known as “Coogan’s law”) passed in
1939 in response to the plight of child actor Jackie Coogan, whose earnings were spent
by his parents before he reached adulthood. The law aims to safeguard a percentage of a
child actor’s earnings and to protect them from exploitation. Decades after it was enacted,
some courts in the US began to recognize the labour of children in Reality TV as
employment as well, 230 and now other countries are starting to introduce labour
regulations for child influencers on social media. 231 This has not happened in the US,
where HobbyKidsTV operates. Here, giving the appearance of simple children’s play in
the comfort of their home serves as a kind of workaround for existing employment and
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advertising regulations, with children appearing to freely express themselves while being
used for product and brand promotion to drive profit.
Another reason for better child protections is the volatility of the influencer
industry, similar to the workers in Neff’s study of dot-com ventures. The net worth of
HobbyKidsTV fluctuates daily – in the span of a year, HobbyKidsTV’s ranking in the top
100 entertainment channels on YouTube dropped from 30th to 39th based on a slowed
increase in subscriptions and lower video view counts. They are no longer as prominently
featured on their partner pocket.watch’s website, and recently began altering their brand
to keep up, changing their name to HobbyFamilyTV and making their humour edgier to
appeal to pre-teens or young teenagers; but they do so at the risk of losing long-time
viewers, who critically request: “Please go back to your kid friendly Waze.” Not only
does the volatility of the industry add pressure on the Hobby children to conform and to
work in different ways, a potential fall from the YouTube fame they became accustomed
to as young children could affect their self-esteem as they grow older.
With the business dependent on the labour of the Hobby children, and the
volatility of the industry and of YouTube fame, parent employers should not only be
required to financially compensate their children for the true value of their work, they
should be required to carefully consider the potential consequences that this industry can
have for their children in the future. As parents, they are responsible for making decisions
in their best interest, but Coogan’s law has shown that this is not always the case. Future
research should involve interviews with top YouTube channels like HobbyKidsTV to
more closely examine the relationship between parents and their children, the motivations
for being involved in the franchise, and the extent of their children’s labour. Any
i

regulatory changes explored should reflect the true value of childrens’ work and the
reality of the tensions between parenting and managing as these families work to
maintain and grow fame and fortune on the backs of their children.

Child audiences: Raising awareness of friend-like franchises
Focusing on connections between language and power, the critical discourse analysis of
HobbyKidsTV helps to demonstrate the extent to which a particular view of the world is
presented. The methodology used for this analysis recognizes that the social construction
of problems is linked to actions or practices and therefore children’s understanding of the
world can be shaped by the content they consume. As Livingstone states, the internet is
an important area of study because it is embedded in contemporary childhoods. Watching
online videos is the most preferred media activity among children today; 232 children are
intensely engaged in these videos (“I watched this video 10 times!”), and advocates
worry that features like YouTube’s default autoplay setting reinforce the impulse to keep
watching. This trend enables a deepening of promotionalism and capitalist values within
children’s culture. Whereas a single television commercial may have featured one or two
products in a 30 second spot, HobbyKidsTV videos, which are not formally recognized
as advertising, promote up to 13 products in 15 minutes and are less about individual
buying and more about achieving continuous desire. Unlike traditional media, the
children and adults promoting the products on screen are convincingly friends and not
visibly actors, therefore the audience sees HobbyKidsTV as children like them playing
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together and the family as their own – they want to support them. In this way, the
promotional and consumerist values become internalized. HobbyKidsTV is not merely a
family influencer – they don’t just promote or recommend a particular product or brand –
they subtly embed this consumerist ideology into what appears to be their everyday lives
so that it is hidden and naturalized. Like Power’s discussion of the “vortex of publicity”
where media may serve as not only advertisements for themselves, but also references
that seek to advertise other things, it can be difficult if not impossible for consumers to
know when promotion is intentional and surreptitious.
Influencers like HobbyKidsTV are even more effective at reaching the
subjectivities of child viewers than traditional mass media because the family continually
offers intimate moments to the viewer to build attachment. Though the creation of
consumer subjectivities in ways similar to those in the television commercials studied by
Kline and the clothing merchandisers examined by Cook, it is at a deeper level now
because it is naturalized, enabling channels like HobbyKidsTV and the platform it
operates on to evade regulation. In its current definition of a paid advertisement,
YouTube states: “content uploaded by users to their channels are not considered Paid
Ads. For example, a search for ‘trains’ could result in a TV commercial for toy trains
uploaded by a user... none of which are Paid Ads.” 233 Because HobbyKidsTV is
considered a “user” like other content creators, the channel does not need to follow the
same rules as advertisers. This illustrates a gap in consumer protections and advertising
literacy that should be explored, as not only is YouTube directly profiting from this
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deceptive policy, it is considered a primary platform of public discourse and cultural
production and is increasingly facing questions about its responsibility to broader notions
of the public interest. 234
Beyond advertising literacy, the constant barrage of products and the way in
which “relatable” families rise in popularity on YouTube gives the impression that
achieving fame is effortless, that life should be centered around material things, and that
one’s worth should be measured in numbers. As one HobbyKidsTV fan exclaims:
“Congrats on 4.03 subs! Couple more 100k till 5 mil!” This everyday emphasis on
metrics, consumption, fame, and profit risks leaving out the things in life that have real
value – such as the relationships between a parent and child and free play that doesn’t
require a throwaway mentality and the continuous desire for something new.

Appendix: Sample videos
Among Us IRL Part 3 with HobbyFamily Party Game. November 14, 2020:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=boD4KFqNzZY&feature=emb_logo.
BUY EVERYTHING on MAP Dart Lands On! GAME TRIXSTER Shopping Challenge
With HobbyFamilyTV. June 1, 2019: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wMljLRqmJI8.
Giant HOME DEPOT Egg Full of Surprise Toys! HobbyKids Shoot Ball Launchers.
August 16, 2015: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KFRpc8Oecqs.
GIANT GAME BOARD IRL! Winner Gets $1,000! Avengers CHALLENGE by
HobbyKidsTV. May 18, 2019: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UX5VqN-XkWY.
Giant ICE CAVE Dream Adventure with HobbyKids. June 13, 2017:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R0o6Da-qRww.
Giant POWER RANGERS Surprise Egg Adventure with Dino Charge Toys. May 21,
2016: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ed1z-opKPfI.
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GIANT SCOOBY DOO Egg with Surprise Imaginext Toys by HobbyKidsTV. October 29,
2016: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SXq32PhadO0.
Giant Toothpaste Surprise with Power Rangers and SpongeBob by HobbyKidsTV.
September 29, 2015: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mJQOPM8FAGY.
GUMMY vs REAL COMPILATION 90 Minutes! Challenges By HobbyKids. January 1,
2019: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kLAAF1pZWIk.
HobbyKarate turns into a plushy! Action Packed Battle Adventure by HobbyKids. Dec. 6,
2019: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SrLmjQ4gjEM.
HobbyKids Report Update! September 26, 2018:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LUO_XmB8D4U.
HobbyKids Say YES to SlobbyKids for 24 Hours! Twins STOLE our TOYS. August 7,
2019: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=puBBHvPcyNw.
Hunting Insects Outdoors! HobbyScience Lab Learning Kit by HobbyKids. June 20,
2020: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D1jbHZDlnpI&feature=emb_logo.
JURASSIC WORLD DINO BATTLE ROYALE ADVENTURE with T-REX! Volcano
Escape with HobbyKidsTV! April 19, 2019:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=opPhv79Ix-c&feature=emb_logo.
Lego Super Mario Kits 71362 and 71360 with HobbyKidsTV. September 23, 2020:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MECmaxXX4J8&feature=emb_logo.
NEW! Nintendo Switch LITE with Monster in the Basement by HobbyKidsTV. October
13, 2019: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UX2XQwrXK1k.
NIGHT TIME ROUTINE: Bro VS Bro VS Bro with HobbyKids New Blanket! November
22, 2019: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S4AT7PyotzY.
Map PUNISHMENT or REWARD Challenge! GAME TRIXSTER by HobbyFamilyTV.
April 25, 2019: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zMv15qGvaLs&feature=emb_logo.
Trust FALL! Who Will Catch Him? And Who Won't… September 5, 2020:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7r98NDV7ZNk.
You Draw it, I'll BUY it challenge with HobbyKids Evil twins! June 8, 2019:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QYLyfhJue1E.
We BABYSIT JACK JACK! Laser Eyes with Incredibles 2-- PART 1 by HobbyKidsTV.
June 15, 2018: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NUlvKkLQxXY&feature=emb_logo.
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We Get New CAMERAS and Have a Surprise Polaroid Picture Day with HobbyKidsTV.
May 22, 2016: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=svMGFBDlptg.
Whatever You Draw, I’ll Buy It HOBBYKIDS ADVENTURES ART CHALLENGE with
Evil Twins! August 5, 2019: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ROqCc7wTarE.
WHERE ARE HOBBYKIDS GOING? It’s time for a Playground CHALLENGE with
Relay! October 30, 2018: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WYjDeMZd5LU.
World's BIGGEST Stay-At-Home Egg! What Things Do We Get? Vlog by HobbyFamily.
May 9, 2020: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f97Ieio8VGM&feature=emb_logo.
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